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INTRODUCTION 
From many sources arise attempted contributions toward solving Amer-
ican socio-economic problems• MOst of these cures, however, have not 
II 
lj 
II 
II il 
li 
ji 
thoroughly diagnosed the American situation. 
II II 
Analytical minds have done /) 
!j 
II 
research within the bounds of their professions, but research on social li 
The results of this research I' processes and trends has been inadequate. 
have been used in the fields of technology, medicine, archaeology, religion! 
history, and in an endless number of arts. Yet too few thinkers have 
focused their minds fearlessly and critically on the unique American 
culture and economy of this generation. In searching for an understanding 
of the American scene, Veblen's works have proven very stimulating and 
I fascinating to the writer. Inasmuch as few seem to have read Veblen 1s 
II works and since contemporary attempts to alleviate social ills do not 
I:, I penetrate deeply enough, this treatment of Veblen may make some contribu-
tion• 
'A study of most of Veblen's works supplies the basis for this attempt 
to relate the essence of his analysis and to apply occasionally the 
formula to the contemporary situation• Since Veblen himself expresses so 
aptly the situation in comtemporary American life, direct quotations are 
used frequently. The thesis is divided into two main parte entitled nRule 
by Corpooracy", treating the rule b,y vested interests through the pattern 
I I~~ of capitalism, and "Rule by Pseudocracy", covering the psychogenic factors which rule the American people. The materialistic and the psychogenic are 
II 
I 
so inter-related that both are found within each of the main divisions• 
The conclusion is an attempt to apply the Veblen analysis• 
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_ _j[ __ -=================================:c:::_:__:==il===== ~~ Certain ulterior purposes with which the writer has approached the 
ll•orka of' Veblen include the f'ollowingt 
/1 (1) To find the control body or medium for American progress. While 
I 
i 
1 Marx has pointed to the proletariat and Veblen has proclaimed the 
engineers, neither approach seems to have a •cutting-edge" in the 
middle-class philosophy dominating the American scene. 
(2) To clarifY the particular significance in America of Marxian 
~surplus value•. How does it apply to American advanced 
technology? 
(;) To develop techniques of teaching others to take the analytical 
approach to life situations and to see class, economic, and 
ps,ychogenie factors in all social relatione• 
{4) To study implication of, need for, and dangers in materialistic 
organicism and unlimited production for use and total human need. 
In the new profession of social engineering such goals, ideals, and tech-
niquee are only a few of the many needed instruments. 
PART I 
Veblen, the Individual, and His Method 
A· Veblen1 s Career 
Into a Norwegian inmigrant funi ly in Wisconsin cane the future eco-
nomist, 'l'horstein Bunde Veblen, in 1857· He spent his y0uth on the farm, 
where educGtion was provided by an unusual mother - a practicing physician 
without professional training, and by a father whose mind Thorstein after-
wards said was the finest he hF.J.d ever known. From here he went to Carleton 
College, Northfield, ~a!'lnesota, to graduate at twenty-three v:ith the class 
or 18,50. 
From contacts I'Iith his profesr1or ::1nd friend John Bates Clarke, eco-
nomist qt uarleton, seems to have c~me t~e intense interest in economics 
which developed later. His inn:nediate interests, hov:ever, were in classical 
philology, natural history, and philosophy· Although attracted first to 
Johns Hopkins, he soon transferred to Yale and received there the doctor 1s 
degree in 1Be.4, the dissertation being, "Ethical Grounds of a Doctrine of 
Retribution." During further graduate work at Cornell, this tim~ in social 
sciences, his genius was aprreciated by J. t. Laughlin, who invited veblen 
to join him when he was transferred to the newly founded University of 
Chicago in 1892· 
Besides teaching agricultural economics, socialism, and history of 
econorJic theory here, Veblen edited the Journal of Political Economy. His 
first and most popular book, The Theory of The Leisure Class, was publiohed 
1/ 
II 
II 
in 1899· F1·om the position of fellow he adv:mced to an assistant professor-
ship in 1900. Important contacts here were with otrer members of the eco-
nomics deparLnent, with John Dewey, with the biologist, Jacques Loeb, and 
with the life of Chicago itself, 
The Chicago position ended in 1906, when he went to Leland Stanford, 
th~·re to remain until 1909 • He was in the Uni varsity of' Missouri fro!ll 1911 
to 1918, and after a br"ief govern:nent service, he transferred to the New 
School for Social Research in New York City. Failing health caused his re-
tirernent in 1926 to Palo Alto, California, where he died in 1929 just before 
the stock narket crash.l 
A few incidents reveal something of the character and temperament of 
Veblen. The sixth child of twelve in the Veblen famil~r, he was his mother 1 s 
favorite, both because he was named after her father and because he was her 
"oddest" child.2 Although he disliked farm tasks 1 he delighted in operating 
machinery, especially the nc,.ly introduced harvester .3 A highly developed 
sense of economy of effort characterized his farm activities. At the 
11 missionary college II, Carleton, he was a m1sfit intellectually and socially 
(far too brilliant for the unscientific trend of thinking) and at home 
afterwards, he was to.') theoretical even to have his ideas accepted by the 
rural population. A member of his own family even declered him a "conceited 
jackass".4 Tl1roughout his various university careers he pursued his ideal 
of finding truth and accuracy in his social analysis, conflicting unavoid~ 
ably with 11di vini ty-minded" professors, pro-leisure cl3.ss uni varsity execu'"" 
Mitchell, Vi .c ·, ~ Veblen Taught, PP• XI-XIII 
Wagner, D.:mald O., Social Reformers, .PP· 693-695 
Dorfman, Joseph, Thorstein Veblen and His America, 
Ibid, P· 12 4 Ibi~p:--;0 
P• 12 
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tives, and classical economists. 
- - --~1 
Not 11 
II 
that he was necessarily a heretic, although in the economic field he was, or il 
that he stretched the truth to an absurdity, but in the sense that he who is[f 
The word which seemingly beet tits Veblen is the adjective~· 
'I absolutely natural, facing reality, trying to "think it through" without [, 
He cut like a plow il 
ii 
biased preconceptions does find himself stamped 1odd•. 
II through the crust of university conventionalities and had little regard for '! 
the middle-class •morality• of an American surface culture. 
B -The Technigue in !!!.! Works 
Veblen's interests are uniquely comprehensive. His analysis may be 
focused on almost every object and situation in American life. He pointe 
1 the economic position of farmers, wage earners, merchants, manufacturers, 
and bankers, showing the economic effects on the different classes of 
'I 
,J 
! advertising, salesmanship, monopoly, control of credit, and allocation of 
economic power. Turning the searchlight of hie intellect into international 
1 politics, he •traces statesmanship, patriotism, and competitive nationalism 
'I 
:I 
'I 
:I 
back .to the institution of property and to the principle of business enter-
1 
prise.• In~ Theory of The Leisure Class, he observes that our standards 
of consumption are of the nature of conspicuous waste, or a sort of envy-
inviting show of property obtained and consumed (as if to say that we do our 
stealing within the secrets of corporation finance and spend the proceeds 
i publicly and with gusto). Even in the field of education, he surveys its 
control by men with property.or with the invidious ideals of competitive 
1 Odum, Howard w., American Masters of Social Science, p 256 
5 
6 
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business. Little escapes the scrutiny of his analysis. 
His analysis is severe, realistic, and p'enetrating. Without proposing 
a plan for a new social order, his philosophic mind brings to a focus 
psychology, biology, and anthropology, showing how the existing e~onomy, 
essentially a price s~rstem, is not in line with evolutionary economics. 
Thus his unique breadth cf survey has depth· With the insight of a Marx 
or a Dar~in, he coobines his wide vision into the mRny manifestations of 
American culture to ~ake his unique analysis. To complete it he has dealt 
with both human nature and human institutions. 
The Marxian analysis he considers oversimf'lified. 11 Marx is demolished 
as a mere logician, arguing fro,n untenable premises derived from a 
materialistic Hegelianis~ and fro~ the English system of Natural Rightsn. 1 
It see~s worthwhile observing that the Veblen analysis includes and 
eclipses the surplus-value theory of Marx, as applied t'J technology and 
the worker in A!nerica• Also, his 'l'heor." of theLeisure Class with its 
focus on the psychological, sociological, and econo~ic factors does 
ecli pee ''capitalist versus proletariat n or class struggle, as apDlied to 
America. In his psychogenic approach, nevertheless, Veblen 1s analysis 
seems to have a banis in :'arxian materinlis'J nhether he ad'Tiits it or not. 
"Veblen 1 s intellectual focus hovers beck and forth betv:een the position of 
the sociologicr:.l and the Harxian met eridlist 11 • 2 In contrast to a concept 
of system in ~arxis~ is Veblen's view of process or universal econo~ic 
change• There is in both the element of the inevitability of progress. 
1 Odum, Howard W •, American Masters of Social Science, p2l;4 
2 Teggart, Richard Victor, Thorstein-veblen, p 1? 
' :, ,, 
I 
II 
II 
Throughout Veblen 1 s works runs a stimulating hureor and riting irony. 
He has a remarkable art of finishing important par~graphe with a twist of 
hu:nor Vlhich sets one t"l laughing heartily over 11 the imbecility of our 
thinking,, the futility of our habits of consu·:1ption, at~d the amazing inapti.;. 
l 
tude of our ec)nonic institutions·" Hie satire is not like the typical 
American brand of the late nineteenth century which lacks the stern reality 
of an ocono~ic and psychogenic analysis· Pesides bringing ir.to our thinkin 
such new phrases as leisure class, conspicuous weste, absentee ownership, 
vented interests, invidious distinction, calculable future, etc., he has 
contributed a ne~, unique style, paralleling his anqlyticql ~ethod, making 
a Viluable contrib'ltion to the history 0f American literature. 
Veblen f0ught the monsters of class egotis~, callousness of riches, 
po~p of possessions, and exploitatinn of humen pers:::>nality for the sake of 
property end privilege. His technique vm.s not that of preaching or sug-
gesti•1g a system for iMprovement, or procleiraing the merits of amelioration~ 
He merely focuses a £enetic-historic analysis "lf instit~tions on economic 
problems· 
'• ,. 
A unique feature of his anqlysis is l:.11at he would replece the hedon-
istic conceptions of hu:nan n£.ture present in classical ecm,<"Jr::ics by an 
instinct-habit psychology. 2 He attempts to bring a re'l.!.istic psychology 
:l.nto economics. A 11 hedonistic psychology permitted human nature to be 
elimins~c.ed fr:::>m the economist's problem, since acti v:iity could be regarded 
as the auto~8tic attempt to achieve pleasurable sensations and to avoid 
unpleasant ones· In the economic ophere thio mennt a balancing of the 
1 
2 
Odum, Howard w., Ar:Jerican Masters of So~ial Science, p 255 
Cf • Mitche 11, -,\'.a.? ''Thorstein Veblen, 1857-19::9 11 , New Republic, cO 
(1929):68 
., 
i 
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pleasures of consumption against the painful exertions of labor.•1 Thus, the 
unique victor,y and consummation of hedonism in American life is the presence 
of immense groupe of persons not performing useful labor, while the worker 
group struggles under its burden. Possibly a powerful antidote needs to be 
applied to hedonism to solve ultimately the American problem. The present 
love of pleasure and ease and the individualistic desire to become members 
of the privileged classes and escape useful labor are subject to Veblen's 
Man can come to a new plain of living wherein there is wholesome / 
lr 
i/ 
criticism. 
coordination between work and recreation, or creation by both hand and 
brain· 
At this point in the thesis, a distinction should be made between the 
I ~ 
!more or lese satirical use of the term leisure class or leisure-class 
i economy of Veblenism, with the ideal of a leisure economy which is being 
,, 
II 
II 
\i attempted in contemporary trends toward shorter hours, recreation, and a :I 
balanced day for workmen. The present liberal trend is providing for the 
working proletariat and middle class a portion of the ideal. But the class 
society, where millions exist as wage-slaves or unemployed and a few 
thousands in the privileged classes own and spend millions, still exists i 
1 
unchanged. The challenge and criticism in Veblenism remains unheeded· The I 
psychology of a former leisure class tends to be promulgated in middle and 
I lower-class minds, while the econo~y still enables the purely leisure 
j to maintain an unregulated economic standard. A division on "Rule by 
I 
classes 
I 
I / Peeudocracy" explains this psychogenic condition and its manifestations. 
/1 Odum, Howard w., American Masters of Social Science, p 241 
I ~~==================================== 
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PART II 
VEBLEN'S ANALYSIS 
American Rule by 1Corpocracy" 
:1 For the word corpocrs:cy may be substituted vested interests, leisure 
·i 
:
1 
class, plutocracy, or industrial feudalism. The industrial process, the 
I 
,I 
•i 
scheme of use and wont, the flow of goods from one group of individuals to 
! another, or, in short, industry, is ruled by this overhead pattern in the 
hands of the privileged classes. This rule takes the nature of a conflict 
expressed in the phrase "business versus industry". In this rule and con-
flict are many factors wherein seem to lie the causes of economic insecurity 
1 in America. SUch appears to be the thesis throughout Veblen's works. 
1. The Conflict of Business~ Industry 
Before examining these two forces arrayed in the American conflict, a 
general comment seems appropriate. Although in ~Preconceptions of Economicsj 
Veblen appears aloof from the contributions of the physiocrats and others, 
it does seem as if he has included certain of their theories in hie own 
thesis of business versus industry. It may be that his comments are a 
subtle form of telling the good features in certain other theories. For 
example is his comment on physiocracy: 2 
"Whatever processes contribute to human sustenance by adding to 
the material available for human assimilation and nutrition, by 
increasing the substance disposable for human comfort, therefore 
counts towards the substantial end· All other processes, however 
1 Mitchell, r.c., What Veblen Taught, pp ~-150 
2 Ibid., pp 47-48 
9 
I 
serviceable in other than this physiological respect, lack the 
substance of economic reality········The test of productivity, of 
economic reality in m~terial facts, is the increase of nutritive 
materials· 11 
AdB.::l s~aith 1 s labor theory of value makes a si:illilar application to 
material goods manufactured from natural resources for hQ~an need· Smith's 
thesis thst social wealth is based on labor's contribution t:J the shaping ofi 
natural resources is supplemented by Marx's surplus-value theory th~t labor 
deserves and nust be paid for this value or tho economy is unbalanced. The 
inference is that Veblen 1 s conflict of business and industry is a 11 0ake of 
customll or socio-economic habit dictatad by long-continued failure to heed 
the r;arning of Marxian surplus -value. It seems logi cd to state that Veblenl 
has elaborated the theory of surplus-value by pointing out the ramifications 
of business enterprise operating in the surplus value-field. His contrast 
,. 
i 
between labor (industry) and the art of getting something for nothing 
(business) seems to ha:ue a firm basis in previously established principles. '! 
a Industry and the Instinct of Wor~manship 
Industry, in his analysis, denotes the technical equipment, labor, end 
plans 1·1hereby the material wants of society are cared f.:Jr• It is grounded 
on ms.n 1s basic ability to v1ork creatively, servicefully, cooperatively for 
the greatest good to the greatest number. somehow M:m is fundamentally a 
social animal when fears, Uircertainties, and leisure-class nmtitions and 
hatreds are removed. Deep-down lies an llinstinct of worbmnshiD 11 which is 
seldom ap~recinted or even noted. 
In American life this side of human nature is represented in its 
material aspects by the great masses of workmen using producing machinery 
10 
11 
1 
designed by engineero to turn out goods for hur:Jan con~~pti-;n~----Vlithi.~ thi;-~~~---------~ 
pattern are bodies moving, powered by sun 1 s heat through food, are ideas 
and plans for recastinr '1aterials gro·:!ing spontaneo;1sly out of man's 
creative i~agination. It is a progression, a steady advance, an evolution-· 
ary ::1ove:nent following universal la.•J· It is a 'novcment in the material 
field similar to ndvances in ethical and spiritual realms• 
Veblen seems to be saying that man is inherently not lazy, but has an 
instinct or tendency toward work and activity, a propensity towards 
tinksring and investigation. Eut in society the horror and terror of hnrd 
labor is so grinding that wen surge from it. As the individual looks up 
toward the leisure-class position made attractive by societal techniques 
v1hich the surplus-v'llues of his ls'cor have created, he tends to drift 
I 
upward. His "drift" is more of a "cli:1b 11 into comparatively useless leisure 
activity in the surplus-value fields· 
The logic of conte~porary technology would provide from n~tural re-
sources a plentiful supply of goods for the entire com:1Unity and nation and 
even plan for international reallocation of n8tural resources. Given free-
dom from inhibitions, the natural urge for coomunity, industrial, agri-
cultural, and distributive efficiency would find expression· But its 
natural develorment is denied in American life and culture by another more 
powerful ele!llent, that of business. Instend of being efficient, business 
h9.s becoJle an art of gambling with the items to be distributed. Useful 
articles go from the hands of those wh0 hcvc an inherent 11 instinct for 
worl:..manship 11 into the business channels controlled by predatory groups, to 
become essentially profit-making objects· 
I 
II 
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b Business, Ito Origin and l:odern Aspects 
According to Veblen, business is a ~edified form of plunder, origins.-
ting in the early savage state wherein fighting ahd exploit were carried on 
adjunctiv~ to basic hom~goneous activity of preporing meals, building huts, 
and doing the general work in the community. Of course, before this stage, 
was a comparatively pe'?ceful stage wherein fighting was less frequent 
although present due to sexual competition. In place of an instinct of 
workm&nship came an imitative use of force in a highly praised predatory 
activity, involving t'IIO factors. P'irst, war or big game huntir..g, involving 
injury by force, became habitual. Second, the meens of subsistence must be 
sufficiently plentiful snd easy to obtain to free the strong '!!ales from 
labor. The exploits in killing l:eca:!le \'!Orthy and honorable while the pro-
ducti ve everyday work becmne dishonorable. Very eqrly beca!ne crystalized 
the concept that n ••• any effort that does not involve the assertion of 
1 
prowess CJr:1'3 s to be unworthy of the man. 11 Consider the modern implications 
1 in the follovling: 
I 
I 
:1 
J: 
:I 
ii 
'I 
il I 
I• il 
11 Under the ·common-st~nse barbarian appreciation of worth or honour, 
the to king of life - the killing of formidable co"'lpeti tors, 
whether brute or hunan - is honourable in the highent degree. And 
this high office of slaughter, as an expression of the slayer's 
prepotence, casts a glamour of worth over every act of slau~hter 
and over all the tools and accessories of the act. Ar~s are 
honourable, and the use of them, even in seekin[ the life of the 
meanest creatures of the f~elds, cecomes a honorific e~ployment. 
At the Game time, employment in industry hecomec: correspondingly il 
Ill/ I odious, ':1nc, in the common-sense apprehension, the handling of the: 
!/1 Veblen, T ·B ·, The,r~r of the Leisure Class, p 14 
T 
12 
tools and i:nplement s of i£1dustry falls beneath the dignity of 
1 
able-b~died men. Labour beco~e9 irksome·" 
Although the al:cve belongs pr0~~erly to the psychogenic r<1thcr tn8n to the 
economic treat:ner:t, it provides an anthropological bnds for !ii s theory of 
business conflict. 
Veblen considers that the EurJpe~n or Japanese feud~l society, "higher 
stages of the barbarian cu~ture", embody the leisure class or mature 
predatory class at its l:;est. Chief e:nployment here is V'mrfare, while 
secJndary is the priestly service. Or if the pqrticular co~unity is not 
especially v:arlike, the priest will rank higher than the warrier. Besides 
nobles and priests are other non-industrial members ln occupations such as 
govern:nent, wqrfare, religious observances, and sports. Compared to this 
feudal society is the modern business-ruled society where similar activities 
take place. 
Business, matured in the contemporary corpor'ltion finance and the 
techniques of the holding company, is really the art of getting something 
for nothing, in Veblen 1s analysis. It is the culmination of the exploits 
of savagery in a capitalist, price-system control of modern technology· 
Note Veblenls comment hereon: 
"The businessman wto gains much at a little cost, who gets some-
thing for nothing, is rated, in his own as well as in his 
neighbor 1s esteem, as a public benefactor indispensable to the 
community's welfare, and as contributing to the common good in 
direct proportion to the a~ount which he has been able to draw out 
1 Veblen, T.B. Theory of the Leisure Class, p 18 
=!t=-=--=-=-================~---···=:··=.::_-___ -=:.::::-:·c· ··---=-== 
l 
of the aggregate product. tt 
That this activity is directly opposed to productive work is shown by 
further remarks: 
11 Workmanship cernes t0 be confused with salesmanship until tact, 
effrontery, and prev&rication have come to serve as a standard 
of efficiency, and unearned gain is accepted as the ueasure of 
2 productiveness." 
Business at its worst, in rela.tion to productive work and technology, 
apre3rs to be a parasite working within its shell of the price syete:n, md 
tending to limit production for its own class· 
c Implications In This Basic Cle.sh 
In the evolution of this basic dua 1i sm t!1ere has come the contemporary 
conflict of industrial arts versus the price system. The inevitable 
advancing trend of technology since the Industr5_al Revolution is met by the 
business logic of the price syste'n -:rhich has developed simultaneously 'Nith 
technology and in response to growing absentee ownership· This business 
rule of technology is bleakly opposed to natural technologicql efficiency, 
according to Veblen: 
11 It is this visi bJ.y growing failure of the present businesslike 
management to come up to the industrial necessities of the case; 
its unfitness to take anything like reasonable care of the needed 
correlation of industrial forces within the system; its continual 
working R.t cross purposes in the allocation of energy resources, 
materisls and .nan power - it is this fact, that any tusinesslike 
I management of necessity runs at cross purposes with the larger 
14 
II 
II 1 Veblen, T ·B · Instinct of Workmanship, p )50 I 2 Ide:n, p549 
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technical realities of the industrail systam, that chiefly goes 
to persuade apprehensive persons that the regiue of businesu 
enterprise is fast approaching the li::nit of tolerance· So it is 
held cy many that t!1is existing system of absentee ownership must 
presently break down and precipitate the abdication of the Vested 
1 
Interests, under conviction of total imbecility." 
Such a picture is indeed discouraging, and yet it illu~instes much of 
fundamental instsH li ty in capitalism. 
Accordirg to this analysis of our conflict, most activity of a telic 
or 'IIeliorative nature seems v'iorthless. Legislation to preserve the com-
petitive economy or even the puerile injections of the Christian ethic into 
the social melee, referred to as the 11 leaven in the lump", apDear worthless 
without a fund'Jmental change of syc·teru. Society has evolved into a 
magnificent form of rob'tery which can 1 t be stop:;ed by the 11 one by one" 
morality. The industrious, v;i th the immense proficiency of' modern science, 
are producing a great mass of wealth and socially u 2eful articles which are 
withheld from use by the predatory groups· Fron a material standpoint the 
si tllstion is too serious to \"Jai t unti 1 the Holy Spirit may 11 cho.nge all 
hearts 11 • The majority must have the basic necessities of life • The nat .... tre 
of the conflict is not so simple that it can be dissolved by en 'lpplication 
of an individualistic morality to the situation• A chan~e in control 
forces from captains of industry to engineers and councils, and a growth 
of absentee ownership to complete ownership of producers 1 goods, epnears 
to be in the realm of the a~oral. 
1 Veblen, T.B., Engineers and the Price System, p 119 
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One c'ln make a humorous ap~licati'Jn of Veblen 1 s baRic co'!liaunal, 
11 peaceatle 11 society from which develored tho hunters Rnd fighters. Im-
planting the picture of the primitive upon m.~dern ti"Je. tw0 posni bili ties 
are present: First, so many of the :retai:eJers, in the fonn of priests, 
salesmen, statesmen, and wome~, have accomp9nied the hunters in their ex-
ploits which have become largely a sport, that too fe•!l are left to till 
the land and shape basic needs fro"l metals and wood. Or secor.d, the 
hunters, finding home resources scarce, have tried to adapt their em,_.~lative, 
invidious manners to the mGnagement of h0me or tribal drudgery. With the 
present disappear·,nce of the frontier and stagnation of world markets, this 
over-simplification sounds feasible. The predatory groups em~odied in the 
privileged classes, along with hosts of retainers in the middle class, have 
deter~ined to make a great show of the entire nati0n 1 s supply of necessities 
along with a surplus of luxuries developed by modern science and technology. 
The workers quietly acquiesce, and worship the frills and promises in the 
great pantomime of "hunting" r:Jctivity carded on with the go~ds which they 
have produced. This again, is a rather meaningful reduction to an 
absurdity. 
A serious end i~nortant objection is raised to veblen's analysis at 
this point. Some say th<Jt the salesmqn, o.n extravert, \'1ith t;:tct and poise, 
ability to plan and judge de~and, is needed to make socially available tbe 
contri buti'Jns of labor and engineering. But usually the salesman cannot 
plan deliberately for the total needs of the com~unity or even ~eet honestly 
the needs of the individual buyer. The salesman is at most an agent ex-
plaiting a market for an individual production unit, unplanned in relation 
to either society's need for the article or the existence of other si~ilar 
! 
,, 
1
:1,_ 
I 
plants. It appears that just as the boss or foreman hns the odious duty of 
getting the largest quarlti ty of work per hour-w·age, the salesman ;_ s 
arduously devoted to obtaining for the same vested interests the mo3t of 
that paid wgge he can obtain for the least ~mount of valuable goods, or 
charge "wh'J.t the tr:1ffic Hil: he'lr". Thus, for the industrial plc.nt, the 
salcs~an is efficient. For the system as a whole, the sales~en sre para-
sites, duplicating e~tch ot1~er 1 s work, &nd exhaust~ng the later v2lue of 
their product in inefficient distri~utiJn· 
There is also in both the laborer and the engineer a degree of the 
predatory or business-like character. The workers 11 go about their work wi thl, 
. 1 i) 
more than half an eye to the pecuniary advantage of what they ~ave in mind."/ 
I 
The engineers themselves lack insight into the ultimate techno logical needs I 
I 2 II 
and possi bi li ties of the industries which they contro 1 for the 11 corpocracy 11 'II 
land in their anxiety to pleaee their financial masters atdve for efficiency I 
il per pNl.nt, even to the point of extract:l.ng en'llity from the laborers. Con- I 
/I I 
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cerning the engineers who, with power, could control ~isely: 
1 
2 
3 
"··the spirit of /'.merican business is a spirit of quietism, cau-
tion, co~promise, collusion, and chicane .•.• \~erican engineers 
and technolo[ist s are as good and ef''icient as their kind in 
other countries; but they do ~10t as 8. class accumul•"\te wealth 
enough to entitle the11 to d t on the directive board o::' any 
self-respecting university, nor ce.'1 they c lai:u even a :no derate 
rank as 1 safe and sane' :nen of business"·' 
Veblen, T.B., Instinct of V/orknanship, p 346 
Cf· Veblen, 'l'.B., HigherLeorninr; in America, p 206 
Ibid, p 70 
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But this subservience to 11 powers that be" involves a rule by the leisure 
class which is largely psychogenic, and whi~h involves ~~my oth'3r factors 
treated later in this thesis. 
l 
On the rort of 'busines3 ml'tnat::el"'lent have come tvio new stepe· One is a 
rising industri ~1 incompetence· Althou~h Veblen is not exdici t, evidently 
he me'lns here th9.t in the :nidst of plenty, r.Jany starveJ and industry is 
The other is this, that in 
the corp.)ratio'1 is a 2tands.rdization of routine not requiring the discretioJ 
I 
choked or overburdened with its surplus-v?_lues· 
or initiative of the "captains of industry"· 
the hands of a bureaucratic clerical staff wherein the corporation finRncier: 
I 
I 
beco~es a chief of bure9.U· The real decisions in the plant 'lJn.y be :nade 
by lieuten3.nts recruited frorJ the wor~ccr ranks while the nc:;_ptains of 
industryrt are absent in Florid-:>, Europe, or elsewhere· 'J'hus, by an evolu-
tionary process, the ind~1stries e:>rA ready for a final step of worker-
engi11eer control of capitalization, production, and distributi~n, if the 
yoke of leisure-class rule eRn be conveniently lifted. 
To some, Veblen's divisLm of >\meric<=J.n i-:-H)ustrial life into technolog:.r 
versus his-f1 fin2nce see'lls an oversimplification· Some v.·;uld resolve it 
into the conflict of the selfiGhm'ss and unselfishness in ~;,_n. This 
individualistic approach is, howaver, inadequate. Some, slso, w~nt to go 
back to an early for"c' of capitaHwn nE:u·er t~e ba::::ic freed0:::: of laissez-
faire • Veblen 1 s anaJysis, '•ov1ever, goes beyond these su_r;ae,ti,ms, to 
enab~e us to envision a sQcicty 1':11ere the t\'IO c:onflicting groups are 
absent· lihere11s ;:arxism 1'IO!<ld h•we ·:Jorkers become predatCJry, Veblen 1s 
analysis advis~s all to look into t~e tasis of t~eir sernrate activities 
1 Odum, Howsrd ~., American Masters of Social Science, p 251 
1 
I 
I 
and find a ground for mediation in production for use. 
2· The Nature of Capitalist Credit and Finance 
a The Price System Arises out of the Needs of Previous Centuries 
The financial ladder by which the individual msy climb to the leisure 
class, or this ruling pattern ~f "corpocracy", deserves treatment. Verlen 
outlines its origin, gro~th, and present techniques. On the surface the 
financial machine 1 s operation is observed in the pheno'Jlena of "glutted m9_r- I 
kets, death of active co~petition, and so-called overproduction· A principlJ 
of sabotage governs distribution.1 Frice-makin~ becomes merely charging 
"what the traffic will bear" based on the power to interrupt the free flow 
of materials from orle pai:t of the system to a:'lother. Thus, the leisure-
class or financial "hierarchy 11 lives ..!?z the com:nunity rather than in it. Its 
2 
relations to industry are of a pecuniary rather than an industrial kind." 
This financial control of industrial processes originated in the handi-
craft stage of the eighteenth century where property was cloc>ely rel_ated to I 
I 
productive worl:. Individua.lisn, naturnl rights, and natural liberty associ-! 
ated with handicrafts and petty trades, plus bel-ief in pri•1ate ovmership of 
all property, has carried on into ;jodern business. \'lith the rise of' tech-
nology co~es an impossible combination, the philoso~hy of petty trades 
applied to mass production) The "natural" metaphysics of liberty, self-
help, free competition, and individual initiative is out of place in modern 
machine-technolo8Y· 
b Social Praduction -Versus Individual Accu'Jlulation 
'r..'lis basis for c~pitalist finance hao unususl sit.,nificance in indus-
1 Veblen, T.B., Engineers and The Price System, p 1~ 
2 Veblen, T.B., Theory-~f The Leisure Cless, p 246 
3 Of· Veblen, T.B. Instinct of ~Vorkmnn::hip, p ;211-342 
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trial rebtions of today· The v;orker is accepted at the employment depart-
ment under principles of free competition, private initi3tive, etc. He is 
11 bid" in as a person· Propog2nda from all sources has induced hio to be a 
"rugged 11 individual. He enters the pl>:mt dedicated to the principle of pri-
vate ownershin of all property, and to the principle of individual accumu-
lation of uealth which his anceetors hRd in the eighteenth century. But on 
settling down to the production line he works cooperatively, socially, and 
smoothly· As it speeds up he continues t::> do so. By the piecework system 
he is i~mensely more creative th9n in the former petty trade and handi-
crafts stage. He particip:1tes in 11 social 11 production <:~lth"ugh he l::elieves 
in "individualistic" accumulstion of funds and wealt~1• FA.ctory ownership is 
dedicated to individualistic accu~ul~tion to the extent th<:~t baeic creative 
11 social 11 prod;;ction is dangerously subordinated • Al-:.hou.r::h this picture is 
only a mod~fication of "business vereus industry 11 ,1t is essenti~l that this 
source of capitalist wealth be poir.ted out. The bubble or credit system 
built by capitali.st finance see:ns to be based on this fundamental confEct 
of principle. It lives in the old shell of belief in private property and 
fastens like a parasite on creative social production. The c.nalysis points 
in the direction of public owners~ip and control of producers' goods indus-
tries. 
It BPJ:.'enrs also thet the entire investment system :i.n A'!lerica is out of 
date· It would work v1ell if the n~neteenth century risks 9.nd frequent 
losses Wdre involved. But this grer't and unwieldy superstructure of 
capitalist 11 predat :Jry" finance is certaj nly not needed for the simple task 
of building large units of producing equi~ment, planning transFortation 
syste:::1s, public utilities and distribution systems in a nev: "production for 
use 11 or 11 econo:::1y of plenty". 
20 
c The Ameri8an Fin~nce Credit Bubble 
According to Veblen's concept, the ~parasite~ of capitalist finance uses 
a certain technique to extract V.'eal th from basic industrial productivity. A 
possible term for this is the credit bubtle,whereby the live steam of indus-
try's creative work escapes into the realm of useless leisure-class activity. 
The steps in this process are outlined by Veblen in a summary sketch of loan 
1 
credit in 80dern business: 
(1) n •• an extension of loan credit beyond that involved in the 
transference of productive goods from their owners to more 
competent users is unavoidable under the regime of competi-
tive business." 
(2) ~ •. such a use of credit does not.add to the aggregate of 
industrially productive equinment nor increase its material 
output of product and therefore it does not add materially to 
the aggregate gross earnin[s obtained by the body of business 
men engaged in industry as counted in terms of material wealt 
or of permanent values;" 
(3) The system involves a diminishing of net profits 11 in tho.t it 
requires them to pay interest, to creditors outside the 
industrial process proper, on funds 'Nhich, t'3ken as an 
aggrego.te, represent no productive goods and have no produc-
tive effect. 
(4) Capitalization, then, is on capacity to produce earnings, 
not on capacity to produce eoods. n •• there results an over-
1 Veblen, 'l'·B· ·rhe Use of Loan Credit in !Jodern Business(l90:)), pp 1:)-14 
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rating of the aggregate capital engaged in industry co'llpared 
with the value of the industrial 'equipment at the startin2-
point, hv a;Jproxi~fltely the amount of the aggregate doposits 
and loans on collateral." 
(5) The previous process :na:~e3 for continued extension of credit 
and a continuous repetition of' the sa'lle rrocess. It t.a kes on 
the nature of a vicious circle. 
(6) Then starts the decline." • •CO'll'Y!Only ce.r;innin.'~ s.t SO'::!e point 
where the extension of credit is exceptionally le.rge in pro-
portion to the material substratum of productive goods, or 
where the discrepancy between no-nina.l c:3.pi tal and e3.rning 
:::ap2.city is exception'lll_y ·Nide, t!le overr<J.ting is presf:lntly 
recognized b'.' the creditor and a settlement ensues; 11 
(7) The bubble bursts. n •• on the C'Jnse~uent ·.dthdmwal of credit 
a forced rerating of the aggregate capital follows, bringing 
the nominal aggregate i:1to a P''roximate accr:>rd 11i th the facts 
of earning :::apacity; 11 
(8) Someone h9.B to lose. "The shrinkage '.'.'hi~:1 takes ple.ce in 
reducing the agg:regate rs.ting of business ~apital from the 
basis of capital goods plus loqns to the basis of capitql go0d 
alone, takes place at the expense of debtors and no~inal owner 
of the industri::ll ec;•.Ai:'':nent, in so :f':'r ?G +,11ey 3.re sJlvent. 11 
(9) So~eone has also ~ained. 
c 
"·.in the period of liquid~tion the 
gain represented by the credit inflqtion goes to the creditors 
and clG.irn3.nts of funds outside the industri1l proCB3!"! p·,Jpsr, 
exce~t ~13t whatever is cancelled in tad dette is ~ritton off, 
l 
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(10) The "milkinr; 11 pr0cess is co-npleted. lt •• ap8.rt fro:c~ second8.ry 
effects, such as heightened efficiency of industry due to 
infl8ted vnlues, changes of the rate of interest, insolvency, 
etc., the main final outcome is a redistribution of the 
ownership of pr0perty whereby the creditor class, including 
holders •md cls"i_mants of funds, is benefited." 
This latter point (10) see-ns especblly applicable to the depreGsion of 1)30 
rJherein dividends and incomes for the leisure classes have continued ·rdth 
only partial depletion, and where a present rise in incor>Je tax return amount 
is considered a r.1ark of proeperity. Veblen's outline of the .cyrations of 
I capitRlist finance, 
to ths "pro3~erity 11 
although s.p-ceAring in.l90), seems to 9pply q,dte c,ptly 
vmvs of the tv.enties and the dcpreGsiY~l .J£' t'ie thirties. 
II Like a stea':l-fi lled ktbble i:1 a seething caldron t::1is process of cn.pi ts.list 
/I fins.nce continues. 
Seen in this light, the yp_cht .:loving 0'1 Florida n;.tGrs, t'1.e fru.::uent 
trips to Europe by business the powder uoed in long-rctngo ;::c.ln.'S :or in 
lei9~re-class trap-shooting contests, or the hos~itals, churcheq, and 
I 
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charit8.ble institutions '3.re obtained from basic industriq) l'rocesseR by t':1is 1! 
extrsctive, persuasive, "milking" process, ironically ~ lled "predatory" by 
Veblen. Under this li[':ht, the philanthropist '.vho gives to society .:-, ,-,wnt:J.l 
hospits_l has really rol:'f:.ed fro:n the b0diero of the .1e'1 •::11::> n:3y 'be treated 
t{!ere, men ·:;hose bodies or :-:1i:1cls ':17,,0 -not been -:1lc to 3t.::<n:1 -l:.'".e :d ~.Jr'TJ3 i 
slavery on the production line. The surplus-v:J.lue ~ ,"oin::; i:1to the hospi t=Jl 1s1 
building and operation are not too -.uuch to ask of the ·.~orker. But the b1.lr-
voting has the essential working popubtion expressecl i~.s ·tLi.ll :m t""te:Je 
:n:::ttters. It ::::mnot, for it worships the ss.~Je leisure-class 1:-'luhlss. The 
ideals of leisure, e~bodied Rs a living exqmule in the 11 husinesa" classes, 
and the hedonistic, leisure-class aspirations on the pTt of the ~orker, 
have ruled the industrial syste~. 
A fitting conclusion to the tn::.t:r:3!1t of the :'1acltinery of the finance 
11 pwnp" which is attached to American industry seems to be Vet.len 1 s co:n:uer..t 
"In the recent :-'9.~lt, e:1rnings h':lve been large; these large earn-
ings (free inc·.Jme) have been C9.pitali?:ed; their caDitalized v'lue 
has been added to the corporate ca I-'i tal md covered •;:it:1 :;ecc.Iri tic 
fr.3e i:1c:YJ8, has thereby become a l:i'lbi li ty on the earninp;R of 
agf(regg,te earnin: s f.:tll off in Any degree; therefore priceg ::1ust 
1 f'irr•xt·.J !J ·:rill hd·y t:1" largest net age:reg:atel 
return, 'Ynd tho only •:~c:v1s of :~eep-Lnp-, up price:. is ~l eo~'l:>cienti:mo / 
withdrawal of efficiency in these staple industries on which the 
1 
co~~nity depends for a supply of the necessitieH of life." 
~;J?;·J.1d t'1e incJ~1e of the v.rorker into purchasing so-called neces<dties, thHt 
d The Technioue of S<tbotRr'e and Control h,• Vested Interests 
- , -- _v_ ----- ------
The nolicy of corp lr:1.ti on 'J.1n~f"ement on nrice :1'lintensce ~or rrofi t 
- 0 -
One is to 11 m<:lintR.in profi t'J ble 
l Veblen, _'I'~-~ EnginoHrs and the Price System, :' 42. 
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!Jrices by limiting the output". Th'lt is, 'by l:eepin,c;: a sc01rcit? ')f ~o')d.s, 
t'-!e r::~~r:<::et does not beco~e flooded, but must p~3Y to get the product out o:r 
the pl9.nt through the hands of corporate 'n~mar,ement v1hich extr'l.cts o.n un-
linited and unquestioned profit. An objection to this is rAised by the 
~~~~salesman who is apparently r•shing t~1e g•YJds in~o ne·a or r1 j_ffict:l-t ·-.<>_r'-::etg. 
E.tt re·dly, the price of hi3 goJds iu ~n 'ov;rburdcnod ··.·].~'1 .nrpl·.Js-7•lt.les 
thJ.t the closed conditi·:m :>f the '!Drkot is "lreo.dy dict3.t9d by t:1e fornid9.-
bility of the price itsdf. 
The :)th~;r 1Lc:. 10d. E':c·o;'.tently ,_wed is to '"n:'l.int?.in profits by l·Y'I>Jring 
the 2 ?reduction cost of an increased output.» Th"t is, gn.nting th9.t a 
sales force has been victorious in its ca•npldgn on the public poc:~etbo,Jk '1nd 
an increased production vol'l~e results, the increased incre~snt ~ust not be 
pas2ed beyond the coffers of cort='ornte Q'.'Jl1er:Jhip into incre:::.sed ":."·cs5s or 
e 11JlO;,' l:J:lt• 0~1lJ ·J 11inute elasticity in 8'Tiploy:;Jent and wages is permitted. 
if anythinr, production cost must be loY:ered to nake the profits 110re 
attractive and the security in ~~rivate o:-mershi) of t'1a ·1e,·c1s of (ll'J•.hcti::>n 
Jora 1~lrly fir~ ~3d unquestionable. 
This control by corporqtions or vested intcre::;t;J '1:::<G t:1e ri3id reen-
forcen.JYl\:. of the b."l.nkin~ systern· Veblen states th,-:t the Feder:tl Reaerve 
lsys~aJ its0lr ~"l.s ~ided in the crystalizetio~ of this po~er into »,.g self-
lb"l.lanced w"hole, 
I~·,,~ . .:.·1~::! n:lnt · n3 In this rit:id control, ho'vcver, V13hlen 88Jr-3 th<~ c:(~r·Js of' 
c><ilf.'-deatr·~ctio:1• S·.lc'-1 fi'1::.nci::tl centr8.li.Z'l.ti:m "converges to the definitive 
,1 Veblen, T ·B., Engineers rmd the Price Svstem, r 42 
f2 Ibid, p 42 
3 Ibid, pp 50-51 
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:1 stabilization of the country's business: but since it reduces financial 
traffic to a riskless routine it also converges to the conceivable 
obsolescence of' corporation finance and eventually, perhaps, of' the 
investment banker.n1 Again comes the suggestion that simplification of 
the investment system makes it all the more nearly prepared for public 
ownership and control when the majority is willing. 
In the price system the captains of industry are in a dilemma. They 
1 can't manage with a free hand using a comprehensive judgement, for in the 
past they have taken on so large an overhead burden of fixed charges that 
any appreciable decrease in the net earnings of the business will bring any 
well-managed concern of this class face to face with bankruptcy. They have, 
in short, realized that the rules of the hunt do not apply to the civilized 
tasks of agriculture, of household economy, and of the making of goods for 
use. But without leadership and with the habits learned in the stage of 
handicrafts and petty trades, they continue to attempt the control of 
modern technology. 
With this treatment of conflict between business and industry and of 
the techniques of "corpocracy", only the economic aspects of Veblen's 
analysis have been set forth. Besides the whole problem of economic 
insecurity is the psychogenic feature of rule by "pseudocracy". 
B Rule ~ "Pseudocracy" 
Besides the materialistic basis in Veblen's analysis is the factor of 
the psychogenic as he sees it in American life• The disorganized state of 
I: mind, tqe frustrated hopes, the lack of independence of externals, the 
II 
Veblen, T.B., Engineers~ !h! ~System, pp 50-51 
hedonism, the lost energy and misplaced emphasis in the minds and lives of 
American people are strong ruling powers. Now that the privileged classes 
are enthroned, the masses have only a multiplicity of baubles, escapee, 
phobias, and unproductive, slavish activities with which to occupy them-
selves. These particular "gewgaws" have the following material aspects. 
1 Veblen outlines them as follows: 
1· Unemployment of material resources, equipment and manpower, in 
whole or in part, deliberately or through ignorance; 
2· Salesmanehip ••• needlees multiplication of merchants, shops -
wholesale and retail, newspaper advertising and bill-boards, sales 
exhibits, sales agents, fancy packaged labels, adulteration, 
multiplicity of brands •••.• 
3· Production (along with sales cost) of superfluities and spurious 
goods; 
4. Systematic dislocation (poor planning), erose-freights, monopolize-
tion of resources, withholding of facilities and information from 
business rivals. 
Veblen devotee several pages to the heavy losses poured into advertising. 
• ••• one half the price paid for goods and services by consumers is to be 
set down to the account of ealesmanship ••• n2 
Of course, recent decades have added a few more apparently inexpensive 
articles which fall within this area, such as a romantic, fatalistic, and 
hedonistic popular music available in almost every home by radio, the 
romantic movie to which any and all may escape, the speedy automobile which 
1 Veblen, T·B·, "Bolshevism and the Vested Interests in America,"~, 
67 (1919)s 339 
2· Veblen, T.B., Engineers~ !h! Price System 
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gives the poor man a false sense of power,or even the contraceptive which 
allows freedom, expression, and adjustment in sex relatione, without 
turning to the bare facts of income shortage which renders the growth of a 
family impossible without increasing poverty. These and other modern 
activities become absorbers of the very incomes which the workers ehould 
increase by planning and pressure against ruling pwers. The American 
citizen empties his pocketbook to gratifY hie hedonistic nature at the 
expense of basic necessities. Under an economy of scarcity the population 
has learned to n live on love",to exist on its inflated ego, to find a 
degree of happiness in frequent unsatisfactory adjustments, and to live in 
terms of its hopes rather than with economic reality and security. 
l.Basic Psychogenic Factors in~ ]l Pseudocracy 
a.Desire for Distinction 
Although it is impossible to do justice to 1h! Theory of The Leisure 
Class by these brief comments, the following pointe do seem to embody its 
essence. The first is the the basis of ownership is in the desire for 
! distinction • Veblen writes as follows: 
"The motive that lies at the root of ownership is emulation and 
the same motive of emulation continues active in the further 
development of the institution to which it has given rise and in 
the development of all those features of the social structure 
which this institution of ownerEbip touches-The possession of 
wealth confers honour;it is an invidious distinction.•1 
This is, of course, subsidiary to basic production for needs and com-
forts.In the basic primitive,co~unal society,the manufacture of articles 
II 
/f 1 Wagner,DonaldC., Social Reformers, pp 696-697 II il 
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for use was primary. But according to Veblen, the "hunting complex" sup-
ported by basic community production, involved desire for distinction. 
Ownership became inevitably associated with desire for distinction. Property -· 
in modern life is substituted for booty of the raid, or the trophy of 
predatory exploit, as the •conventional exponent of prepotenoe and succossn. 1 
b aonspiouous Consumption 
Next in sequence comes conspicuous conau:nption. Tragically:. and humor-
ouely enough, in proportion as he has "robbed•, the "gentleman" must con-
spicuously consume in excess of his needs. Expensive wines, trinkets, 
apparel, architecture, weapons, ga~es, dancers, and narcotics become a 
2 part of his publically displayed spending. other articles and activities 
include costly entertainments, differentiation of costumes, ranks and grades, 
use of footmen and courtsters both free and servile, evolution of women from 
position of slave to that of chief displayer of predatory wealth, and the 
installation of the priesthood to supplement the conspicuous position of the 
women. Even in the crowded American slums, one finds the poorest man in-
vesting in a fur coat for hie half-starved wife. To just such an extreme 
has come the ideal of conspicuous consumption. 
o Reputable !!!!! 
The climax comes when this conspicuous spending becomes reputable or 
"the thing to do•, and all classes attempt in some way to act as the gentle-
men Of leisure. The period of reputable waste has set in·' Not waste in the 
sense of discarding or misusing, but wasta of human energy and activity for 
1 Wagner, Donald O., Social Reformers, p 698 
2 Of• Veblen, T.B., Theorl of The Leisure Olass, pp 73-85 
' Idem., pp 96ey8 --
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purposes of display rather than in basic production of usefUl goods, or in a 
minimum of surplus-values expended in a form-function art; a dynamic spirit-
ual li~ led by a minister with a simple chapel per community, wholesome 
recreation, and other relatively simple activities. A given article from 
production has within ita price surplus-values dictated by this "law" of 
reputable wasta. The whole process of capitalization, production, and dis-
tribution must run the gauntlet of reputable waste which is basically 
psychogenic, hedonistic, and existing in the savagery of human nature which 
has arisen to antidote the essential creativity or instinct of workmanship 
preceding the savage state. 
Although this analysis is largely a repetition of •conflict of business 
and industry•, this treatment stresses the psychogenic factors. The Amer-
ican citizen is ruled by his appetites and desires, his propensity toward 
emulation and display outof which grows the strength of economic rule b,y the 
vested interests. Each man is his own "vested interest"· 
/most humorous, indeed. 
The implication is\ 
j ____ _ 
1========---=li i !I 
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2. The Position of Women 
Although the position of women in a predatory economy according to 
,, 
,, 
)Veblen'• analysis may appear to be overdrawn; the observations are neverthe-
' 
i
1
lese valuable in facing the contemporary social situation. Veblen points out ; 
'that the source of ownership wae inseparably tied up with the eei zure of !: 
women. He observes as tollowe:l 
n ••••• the institution of ownership has begun with the ownership of 
persons, primarily women." 'The incentives to acquiring such 
property have been: 
{a) 0a propensity for dominance and coercion" 
{b) The utility of these persons as evidence of the prowess of 
their owners. 
{c) The utility of their services. 
It is interesting to note how Veblen omits the factors of sex and religion 
in his stress of capture and ownership. He stresses throughout a principle 
ot 0econ~ of effort" embodied in this particular approach, that the useful 
labor of women and servants provides the basic energy used in the compara-
tively useless activities of the warring male. 
In early times the chief wife, usually of "gentle" blood was exempted 
from work. More of the patriarch's wives and finally their maids were 
!exempted. Eventually male servants were substituted for women. They were 
more powerfUl and more expensive than the women. They worked more effect-
ively and displayed a greater waste of time and human energy• The ultimate 
result of this change was that2 "the retinue of hard-working handmaidens gave 
1 Veblen, T.a., Theory 2.£ !h!, Leisure Class, p 5; 
2 Ibid., p 57 
,, 
I 
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place to the lady and the lackey." From the hunting period to modern 
predatory capitalism, women's position has evolved from that of the chattel 
slave to that of the sex-tied companion in leisure-class financial mani-
pulation and chief diaplayer of a man's predatory ability. Veblen observes 
humorously: 
"The homely reason for all this conspicuous leisure and attire on 
the part of women lies in the fact that they are servants to whom, 
in the differentiation of economic fUnctions, has been delegated 
1 
the office of putting in evidence their master's ability to pay.n 
Even the size of the lei_sura-olaaa f'amily does not escape Veb'len 1s 
searching observations. The increased expense required to maintain a child 
in terms of' conspicuous consumption acta as a check on the birth rate. 
Those with the most wealth or even those with intense leisure-class aspira-
tiona and emulative desires must limit the number of their wealth-bearing 
offspring. Humorously and tragically, carried to its extreme, this obser-
vation points to sabotage in the creation of' new human life itself'· 
A recent movement within "pseudocracytt has been that of emancipation of 
women. Veblen considers this a combination of "blind and incoherent aff'orts 
2 
, to rehabilitate the woman's pre-glaoial standing.• nshe is petted b,y her 
husband, the mo~t devoted and hardworking husband in the world·"' Such a 
movement he.a only accompanied an intensified and orystalized individualism. I! 
The woman remains still subservient to higher powers. 
An application of' Veblenie~ to the average A~erican f'a~ily may be 
1 Veblen, T.B., Theory~~ Leisure Olase, p 182 
2 Ibid. I p 356 
3 Ibid., p 357 
i 
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interesting. The husband competes for a higher and higher salary. The 
wife; doing as much of the drudgery in the home as she can stand physically, 
and buying with as rigid a savings as possible, consolidates the predatory 
gains of the husband for family interests. Some, when they enter the upper 
classes, delegate their work to maida, chauffeurs, and other modern slaves. 
Those losing in the strife, elide down into the proletariat group where both 
male and female are in the exploited ranks· If these can learn to cooperate 
there is a basis for a new type of claeslese society. 
In America, then, women appear to be in a degraded position. Beauty 
and womanliness are prostituted to the cultural-economic pattern. They de-
sign their education, appearances, and actions to attract the wealthiest 
JUale. Granting the element of altruism in desire for security to offspring, 
selfishness and shortsightedness remains. B,y the very nature of her design 
and choice, abe is inviting the male to be most ferocious and warlike or to 
serve more basely, bigger powers. Women have sold their endowment by 
offering sex attractiveness for individualistic security. Emancipation of 
women takes on a new purpose when it denotes a change in social organization 
wherein men and women, side by side, plan for a productive economy which 
has no leisure class. At present, however, woman plays a leading role in 
Rule by "Pseudooracyn. 
I 
I 
'I 
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~· !h! Priestly Class in "Paeudo~racy". 
In a society where the provisions of surplus-value tend to be both 
chief occupations and rulers, the priestly class has a unique significance. 
Similar to the wornen, the priests are in t1.e evolutionary p'lttern serv:1nts. 
"In economic theory, the priest is a body servant, constructively in 
1 
attendance upon the person of the divinity whose livery he wears." Even 
the dress of the priest is womanly in keeping with his primary position of 
servitude along with the women. 
In contemporary economy the priest represents vicarious leisure• Even 
2 the theological superstructure of saints and angels is in this light a 
magnification of vicarious leisure. The priest must neither do work nor 
- ~ 
meddle in the matters of everyday living. If he does interest himself in 
personal problems, they must be of a nature curable by therapeutic.adjuet-
ment not involving a change of the environment or leisure-class economy. 
The priest or minister should not appear too healthy. "They are a servant 
class, although, being servants of a very exalted master, they rank high in 
4 the social ocala by virtue of this borrowed light." Oarrying this to the 
extreme, the inference is made that the priest stresses self-sacrifice and 
non-resistance as worthy of emulation so that the leisure class is rendered 
all the more powerfUl. 
The never-working prie~ly group has technical significance. They must 
keep the leisure-class ideal constantly beyond the grasp of the laity, even 
to the extent of foregoing material gain or thinking of temporal matters. 
1. Veblen, T.B., Theory~ !h! Leisure Class, p 18~ 
2· cr. Ibid., p 317 
~· Of· Ibid·, pp 315-~16 
4. Ibid., p ~12 
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The minister becomes a sort of "totem" of loafing, freeing the worker 
temporarily from labor. The laymen receive a Sunday filled with a uhope" 
:, 
I· 
'I 
I' I! 
,; 
for leisure which is supposed to last throug.l-tout the -..reek:, per:ni t ':.ing each !i 
\ to work well opiated, thereby serving the leisure classes, whose positions 
:I! each layman desires so~etime to fill. In short, an unintelligent priest-
hood is an opiate. 
Veblen's observation, though severe, seems just. A sterile priestly 
message needs the antidote of a virile, dyna'llic social prophecy and 
challenge, dedicated to the elimination of the leisure-class form of 
society. Veblen 1s type of priesthood, piping an es9ape theology or 
I 
I bringing mere personal adjustment and inspiration in spite of things as theyi 
are, does seem to be the enemy of a classless society which is the ultimate 
Christian ideal. It appears incumbent upon the preacher to avoid perpetua-
ting the evils of a leisure class system by helping the "Christian" to turn 
•cooperator" or communist in the best sense of the word, and the Communist 
or even the pro-capitalist to be Christian. A docile, slaving priest is 
the worst enemy of the common people whom he desires in his ignorance to 
serve. If he merely inspires all men to a type of life of vicarious leisure 
to which they rise momentarily and imaginatively out of the agony of their 
labors, his religion has been indeed a mere opiate. 
Th~ unique ideal in the ministry, derived from Veblen's criticism, is 
this, that it shall be devoted to helping the individual antidote hedonism 
and selfishness in hie own life by finding a unique God-control of will and 
emotions. Then by living stably according to Christian morality, he can 
counteract this entire "rule by pseudocracyn. Along with this personal 
ministry goes a social message dedicated·to the :removal of "rule by cor-
! 
I 
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lpocraoy1 and to the establishment or the Veblen creative society or Marxian 
classless society. 
4• Veblen's Treatment~ Christian Ethics 
Veblen makes normative in Christianity non-resistance and brotherly 
love, considering them •intrinsic to the Christian spirit• and •competent 
marks of identification". He wri tea: 
1With the exclusion or final obsolescence or either or these, the 
cult would no longer be Christian in the current acceptation of the 
term; though much else, chiefly not of an ethical character, would 
have to be added to make up a possibly complete characterization 
of the Christian system, as, e.g., monotheism, ~in and atonement, 
eschatological 'retribution, and the like. But the two principles 
named bear immediately on the morale of Christianity; they are 
indeed the spiritual capital with which the Christian movement 
started out, and they are still the characteristics by force of 
which it survives.n1 
Non-resistance he considers original in Christianity, although he suggests 
that the frame of mind resulting from Roman tyranny brought it forth. "The 
pride of caste and all the principle or differential dignity and honor fell 
away, and left mankind naked and unashamed and free to follow the promptings 
ot hereditary savage human nature which make tor fellowship and Christian 
2 
charity.• Note how this parallels in ethics the ideal of •instinct of 
workmanship• which seems to underly the inevitability of economic progress 
1. Ardzrooni, Leon, Essays ~~Changing Order, p 204 
2 • Ibid. , p 20S 
; ~ 
' 
I in both Marxian and Veblen theories. 
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1 
I 
He observes that 1it was the subject populace rather than the master 
I 
classes that took kindly to the doctrine of non-resistance, 112 and that in 
~ 
Scandinavian and British countries, where there is greater freedom, this 
principle is not firm-rooted. Of conte~porary life he comments: The morality 
(I 
of the upper class is in a lese degree the morality of noncoercive control r 
and kindly tutelage, which are in no degree distinctive traits of Chris-
1 
tianity as contrasted with the other great religious systems.• It is 
observed that without the necessary conditions of extreme suffering and 
exploitation, the unique ethic of non-resistance does not come into full 
· play. At present, until such a time comes, ~he unique Christian ethic of 
non-resistance goes undeveloped. Veblen's thesis seems to have a deeper 
anthropological basis than the Marxian production of hatred by suppression. 
Marxian class unification against higher powers, however, as a cooperation 
without hatred, does appear to be a unique for.n of social non-resistance 
applied to modern technology. The solidity of consumers' cooperatives and 
company and trade unions is of the nature of non-resistance in the socio-
economic field compared to an individual morality in the field of conduct. 
Concerning business ethics in the handicrafts and petty trades period, 
Veblen observes that Christian brotherhood parallels the principle of 
natural rights ther-e involved. But with the development of technology and 
since 1 bueiness has taken on the character of an impersonal, dispassionate, 
not to say graceless, investment for profit ••• the natural right of pecuniary 
disoretion ••• is out of touch with the impuluive bias of brotherly love.• 
., 
I 1. 
I 2· I 
Ardzrooni, Leon, Essays on our Changing Order, p 206 
Ibid., p 208 J International Journal of'Ethics, 20 (1910): 185 
I 3• Veblen, T.B., nChrietian Morals and TheCompetiti're System•, i ; 
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. Veblen is, on the whole, pessimistic about Christian morality embodied , 
in the ideals of "Christendom•. Fairplay he considers to be nearest to the 
1 Golden Rule that a pecuniary civilization can approach. Submission to ir-
responsible authority fitted easier in a medieval culture, while mutual sue-. 
I 
cor or brotherly love seems to fit somewhat in the modern pecuniary system. 
Brotherly love he considers best represented now by a thrifty charity or a 
negative principle of fair play. He considers "humility, renunciation, ab-
negation, or non-resiatance"2 out of the moral scheme of Christendom be-
cause barehanded despotism and servile helplessness are not immediately 
present. Man fares better without using Christian principles in a cap-
italist system. Veblen states: 
'Freedom from scruple, from sympathy, honesty and regard for 
life may within fairly wide limits be said to further the success 
of the individual in the predatory culture •••.•• The individual 
fares better under the regime of competition in proportion as he 
has less of these gifts.•; 
Veblen, although his stern realism sounds rather discouraging, does predict 
the gradual victory of Christian brotherhood over the pecuniary morals of 
competitive business. 
Beyond Veblen's sociological treatment of Christian ethics and the 
competitive system it seems that there must come a unique application of 
non-resistance and love to modern technology. Kagawa of Japan has 
attempted this. America awaits an applioation eclipsing Marxism and 
Vebleniem to meet the radical needs of a machine age• Veblen's examination 
1· Of· Ardzrooni, Leon, Essays~~ Changing Order, p 208 
2· Ibid., p 218 
;. Veblen, T.B., Theog~-o~ Th_e_~~~sure C_laes, p 22; 
has only revealed the subordination of Christian ethics to leisure-class 
l-1 ---
1 
ideals. There is needed a new synthesis• Meanwhile Christian morality 
remains subservient to npseudooracy 8 • 
5· Education In a Leisure-Class Society 
It is difficult to discover the essence of Veblen's views on education. 
The Higher Learning .!.!! America appears to be colored by hie disagreeable 
experiences with the various universities and is notably verbose and in-
direct in its style. Exactly how far he wants the utilitarian ideal to 
permeate the educational system is hard to estimate. Unfortunately, he 
appears to have negated the spiritual and cultural advantages in a liberal-
arts education. Nevertheless, he considers the small denominational colle~i 
ideal. His thesis seems to be that higher learning or graduate-school work I! 
is of two types, the utilitarian and the non-utilitarian. In the graduate 
school he favors the strictly utilitarian as against the quasi-utilitarian I 
i 
research in such topics as history of jurisprudence, comparative psycoology,; 
methods of splitting an atom, construction of snowflakes, habits of worms, 
and the like. Although it is impossible to infer from Veblen's works an 
ideal educational system, his epigrammatic analysis does make a contribu-
tion to contemporary problema in education. 
Chief leisure-class imitators, says Veblen, are the priestly class .J 
the scholars. or the latter he writes that •there is no class in the 
community that spends a larger proportion of ita sustance in conspicuous 
1 
waste than these.n Learning is largely a "by-product of the priestly 
vicarious leisure olaee.n2 Academic gowns, pins, and awards compare 
1. Veblen, T.B., Theory of The Leisure Class, p 114 
2· Ibid., p ;67 
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favo~ably with the priestly garb o~ the lackey's brass buttons. Those in 
academic circles, humorously and innocently, decorate themselves for a 
unique mental ability enabling theu to serve their financial masters co:n-
pletely, in that they nobly represent vicarious leisure and reputable 
waste. 
The special stock and trade in higher education is esoteric knowledge. 
That is, the knowledge is useless so far as aiding the normal processes of 
li~ is concerned. Observe Veblen 1s comments: 
n ••• the volQ~e of work done is large and of substantial value, 
but it runs chiefly on compilation of details and on the scrutiny 
and interpretation of these details with a view to their con-
formity with the approved generalizations of the day before yes-
terday, - generalizations that had time to grow into aphoristic 
co:nmonplacea at a date before the passing generation of business-
! 
men attained their majo~ity.n 
He makes a damaging criticism of institutions, calling them "products of a 
past process, adapted to past circumstances, and never in fUll accord with 
the requirements of the present• Applying this to the educational system 
under capitalism he observes: 
•They have taken an attitude of depreciation toward all innova-
tiona. As a general rule a new point of view or a new formula-
tion has been counterbalanced and taken up within the schools 
only after these new things have ~ade their way outside of the 
2 
scho:Jls. n 
Veblen, T.B., ,!h! Higher Learning~ America, p 188 
Veblen, T.a., Theory 2!.1!!! Leisure Olass, p '80 
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Although his accusations are severe, they are, even in the contemporary 
university system, quite applioable. It is easy to observe the presence of 
j quantity in curriculum, and of the impractical and esoteric in course con-
tent. The professors b,y habit of mind tend to remain out of touch with the ' 
practical affairs of life. In addition, the powers that control dictate 
their fidelity to the status quo. Both by cramming the student mind with 
the esoteric details of the course, eo as to keep him from thinking about 
the eocio-e~onomic aspects of all problems, and by making all those details 
contribute to accepted principles in each course, does the professor trans-
1 
~it this "control by corpocracy" through himself to his student. 
Veblen seems to be saying that higher learning is a leisure-class pro-
jeotion into culture, enabling those who have the leisure to find scholarly 
ways of employing it or to teach those below the leisure class not to be 
happy without some of the cultural desserts and "rare bite" of the leisure-
class higher learning. The leisure-class yearnings cause the individual to 
bear much exploitation that he may "feast with the gods" in the realms of 
literature, culture, sports, and emulative activity in general. If he is 
unusually brilliant, a student may imitate his master end devote his life to 
professional vicarious leisure. Such is the logical implication of Veblen's 
teaching• The realm of education, similar to thAt of the church, l~comea in 
its worst aspects a mere embodiment of leisure. 
Although Veblen's comments on university executives may be shaded by 
hie own unfortunate experiences on various faculties, they are nevertheless 
true to his torn and quite interesting. He notes that there has been a 
41 
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change from executive control by priest or minister to control by the 
. 1 
captains of industry. I~ 
l 
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Whether the clergy did not prove powerfUl enough to divert community wealth 
into endowments and salaries for its academic flock or whether this same 
clergy tended to lead the seminaries of higher learning too scientifically 
and socially instead of esoterically1 veblen does not state precisely. 
Rather humorously he describes the work of a •captain or erudition", a 
running companion to the •captain of industry•: 
"Within the last few years one of the more illustrious and fluent 
of the "captains of erudition• hit upon the expeqient of having a 
trusted locum tenens appointed to take over the functions of the 
home office for a term of years, while the captain himself •takes 
the road" - on an appreciably augmented salary - to speak his 
mind eloquently on many topics• •••• or occasionally to deliver a 
1 
"homily on one of the staple Christian virtues.• 
The inference from Veblen's comments seems to be this, that academic 
institutions have ridden along on the froth above an advancing tide of 
capitalism. Naturally the docile, well meaning ministers and middle-class 
42 
professional men were trustees. Now that capitalism's financial supply tide, 
lowers, the parasitic academic groups seek protection among soft-hearted 
members of the leisure class, embodied in the captains of industry, largely 
reactionary, or trustee groups. Although this may be severe, something ot 
this nature has occurred. Somehow he seems to be saying that American 
higher education is a huge, precarious, rotted framework needing collapse 
or reorganization. Ae university officials now beg industrialists tor 
millions in endowments, it oocura that mora than money from the industrial 
processes, the schools need a frank invitation for some of the professors 
1. Veblen, T.B., Higher Learning iE America, p 256 
' _, __ 
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and students to come and work in the factories. Veblen's analysis seems to I! 
warrant at least a partial removal of economic surplue.values represented 
in higher learning• 
The essence of the problem as phrased by Veblen lies in "the incursion 
1 
of business principles into the affairs of learning.• Just as the in-
dusttial processes are governed by a pecuniary business and finance system, 
education, supposedly scientific, is governed qy the business or predatory 
element• In Higher Learning ..!.!! America, Veblen summarizes the inner trend 
2 in education. 
1. There is a"buainesslike administration of the scholastic regi~e," 
or rather a bureaucratic organization and system of scholastic 
accountancy, necessary for the "adequate control of immature and 
reluctant students •••••• coercive control and standardization of 
tasks has unavoidably given the schools something of the character ' 
of a penal settlement·" 
2. The system has become highly impersonal, under a "pattern of 
shrewd management similar to that whereby a large concern makes 
money •.•••• to produce on a piece-rate plan, rated, bought and sold 
by standard units, ~aasured, counted and reduced to stable oqui-
valence by impersonal, mechanical teats·" 
;. Faculty members become bearers of the banners and baubles of 
leisure. "Further qualifications requisite in the members of the 
academic staff will be such as make for vendibility, volubility, 
taottul effrontery, conspicuous conformity to the popular taste 
in all matters of opinion, usage and conventions.• 
4. Executives have become procurers of funds in a sort of "oo~petitive 
l' 219 • 2 .Ibid~_, pp_?__2l:?_?__2. II 
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saleemanship among the universities", attempting to ~a-pi-~:lize ~---)] _________ _ 
notoriety, prestige, and outward appearances. Although here again I 
his description is largely caricature, it points to what the 
universities tend to beco~e under the present regime. 
The net result of this trend is not exactly pleasing according to 
Veblen: 
"At the same time, such incre~sed enrollwent as comes of this 
competitive salesmanship among the universities is made up almost 
I 
wholly of wasters, accessions fro~ the genteel and sporting classes,~ 
who seek the university as a means of respectability and dissipa-
tion, and who serve the advancement of higher learning only ae 
1 fire, flood and pestilence serve the needs of the husbandman.• 
The body of students bring a barbarian temperament expressed through sports, 
clannish fraternities, and endless activities which are models of a leisure• 
class culture. Members of all economic classes may, once enrolled, revel in 
this comfortable by-product of predatory wealth, missing the essentially 
social and scientific purposes for which the institution should stand. 
The worthwhile ideals of higher learning Veblen does not outline as 
clearly as he arrays for our inspection the evils of a business-ruled scho~l 
system. Aa in the conflict of management in industrial processes, he sees 
I in education the issue of the claims of science and scholarship versus those 
of business principles and pecuniary gain. With hie socio-economic ideal of 
improving the industrial processes of the oom~unity, Veblen would eliminate 
2 the esoteric or impractical as e~bodied in the classical lore or in the 
1· Veblen, T.B., Higher Learning~ &merica 
! 
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humanities. He observes that the schools of commerce train salesmen, 
brokers, etc· to become not commubity-.minded but mere parasites on the 
business side of American economy. Nor do the technologists learn the 
social implications and ultimate possibilities of their equipment• 'The 
technologist appreciates what is mechanically serviceableJ the professional 
man, as for instance, the lawyer, appreciates what promisee pecuniary gain; 
and the two unite with the business man at large in repudiating whatever 
1 
does not look directly to such a utilitarian outcome.• 
In any given field the·subject matter needs to be definitely applied to1 
human problems and especially the industrial processes from which useful 
articles are obtained. The way we make our living from industrial processes! 
seems to be the essential basis for all human problems. Real education in 
terms of science and scholarship is separate from the advertising and 
notoriety-getting in which the university executives must participate. 
Once the 1 big-business1 machine is appealed to, there is involved a subtle 
leisure-class rule. Honest, objective.reeearch in the social field, in-
volving acute socio-economic problems brings accusations of American capi-
talist culture which oppose the ver,y basic leisure-class economy. Higher 
learning for the good of mankind tends to become sterilized by the nature 
of its own administrative machinery. 
2 Veblen paints a black fUture for educational institutions: 
"Meantime# that which is eating the heart out of the American 
seminaries of higher learning should in due course also work out 
the like sterilizations in the universities of Europe, as fast 
as and as far as these other countries also come fUlly into line 
I 
1: 
I 
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He makes two recommendations• One is that there be established an 
international university, • ••• a freely endowed central establishment where 
teachers and students of all nationalities, including Americans with the 
rest, may pursue their chosen work as guests of the American academic com-
1 
munity at .large.• The other is more radical, namely, that the presidents 
1 and governing boards of our universities be abolished. They are 
1 responsible for the tie to vested interests. Their work is really done by 
a clerical force within the university. He advises direct, democratic 
control by the faculties. His arguments are as follows: 
"Anything short of this heroic remedy is bound to fail, because 
the evils sought to be remedied are inherent in these organs and 
intrinsic to their tunctionin.g• •. Oa the dissolution of the trust, 
the underlying academic units would return to that ancient 
footing of small scale paroelment and personal communion between 
teacher and student that once made the American college, with ell 
its handicap of poverty, chauvinism and denominational bias, one 
2 
of the moat effective agencies of scholarship in Christendom.• 
Faculty members, he advises, should manage their own university affairs, 
determine educational policies, unhampered by the "trust-like coalition 
~ in which they are now held. 1 
There seems to be more t~uth than fiction in hie criticism of 
American education. A power much stronger than the simple, creative ideal 
l• Veblen, T.B., Higher Learnin~ In America, p 54 
2• Ibid., p 276 
~· Ibid., p 281 
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of education or!~ denoting a leading out of creative intelligence 
through knowledge, seems to rule· The technique ·Of the corporation, the 
mood of an invidious culture, and the habit of reputable waste, govern the 
student, the professor, and the educational system. 
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6· War and Peace 
For Veblen, war is but the outgrowth of warlike conditions in peace-
time, or, peace is but an intermission of preparation for war. Causes of 
war arise out of the competitive nature of peace• The call to war by the 
national authorities subservient to the leisure classes is only a 
transition from the warlike state of the public mind into active partici-
pation• Pressure for war before this decision comes has been made by the 
leisure class through press, pulpit, classroom, and promises of prosperity 
in general. The position of the government, he remarks, has the following 
historic basis: "By lineal descent the governmental establishment and the 
powers with which they are vested, in all the Christian nations, are 
derived from the feudal establishments of the Middle Ages; which, in turn, 
1 
are of a predatory origin and of an irresponsible character." Of 
attempted contrasts between democracy and monarchy Veblen says that the 
"contrast so indicated is a contrast of divergent variants, rather than 
of opposites·" 
certain appeals are made to stir the population into "warlike 
adventure•. One is the protection of the nation's material interests, real 
or fanciful· Another is the appeal to vindicate national honor· The third 
he lists as the •advancement and perpetuation of the nation's culture• or 
2 
•its habitual scheme of use and wont•. The latter point is really a 
part of the first appeal with emphasis on the point 1 fancifU1 1 • Threatened 
national trade or possible increase in territory is construed to be of 
great concern in the worker's standard of living• Receiving neither in 
1· Mitchell, w.c., ~Veblen Tauspt, p 481 
2• Ibid., p 496 
;: 
I' 
peace nor in war his dues in high, reel wages, the common man is induced to 
carry on the war to preserve the "scheme of use and wont• which cares for 
his family so meagerly in peacetime. War may become also an escape from 
depression. To paint over the economic bare spot of depression comes the 
coat of war profits or promised higher wages due to war boom. The eye or 
• imagination is pleased, at the expense of the well-filled stomach and 
practical necessities which might conceivably accompany a rise in real 
wages. 
Concerning the World War and the worker, he says that "the common man 
1 has come into the case only as raw material of business traffic·" 1The 
common man has won the war and lost his livelihood." He refers to the 
workers as the people "who have come through the war and have made the 
2 
world safe for the business of the vested interests." 
II 
I 
I 
Veblen considers patriotism but a nrosy haze of national aspirations.i
1 
The implication is that the guise of patriotism assists a li~ited number of 
persons in their predatory act of profiteering throughout industry. It 
behooves the common man to plan for what authorities consider to be the 
next war. His plan may be in the nature of an organization for control of 
industry with the ideal of economic internationalism and world peace• 
Leisure-class industrial control thrives under nationalism and its phobias. 
Patriotism seems to merely aggravate the nature of our economic chaos and 
permits business to continue its ravenous activities· 
The mechanics of a price system with sole goal of profits is well 
illustrated by the fUnctioning of the American cusiness machine after the 
Veblen, T.B., ~Nature of Peace, p 156 
Veblen, T.B., The Engineers and The Price System, p 12 
Veblen, T.B., The Nature of P8aoe;-p 67 
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World War. A profit-crazed business was unable to function smoothly in 
immediate post-war years, where there was wide need for food, clothing, 
1 
shelter and fuel. Layoffs and increasing unemployment accompanied 
demobilization of troops. Positions in industries designed to supply human 
needs, industries for which the workers had risked their lives, were not 
available. Veblen relates: 
•But for reasons of business expedience it is impossible to let 
these idle plants and id~e workmen go to work - that is to say 
for reasons of insufficient profit to the business men interested, I 
I 
or in other words, for the reasons of insufficient income to the !I 
vested interests which control the staple industries and so 
regulate the output of.products.n The ruling powers consider it 
1doubtful whether.an increased production, such as to employ more 
workmen and supply the goods needed by the community would result 
in an increased net aggregate income for the vested interests 
which control these industries. A reasonable profit always means, 
2 in effect, the largest obtainable profit·" 
In the stress of immediate post-war years, the capitalist finance system 
was unable to care for the very men who had fought or worked to preserve it. 1 
A power stronger than government appears to be ruling the industria~ 
processes during both war and peace. War is only a disturbance whereby 
business takes a new and firmer grip on industry. The rule and conflict is 
a precarious one. It is dangerous to the leisure class who may be thrown 
out of' the saddle of power. It is dangerous to the masses who find it more 
Of· Veblen, T.B., The Engineers~~ Price aystem, p 12 
Ibid., p 12 
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and more difficult to buy the necessities of life. This unique government 
by business classes has on one side the problem of sabotage and curtail-
ment of production, and on the other, danger of popular disturbance when 
the whole system becomes unbearable. Such is the nature of the conflict 
of peace, differing only in degree and intensity from that of war. 
In the post-war years he predicted for America a precarious and 
uncertain future. Concerning the sale of machine guns to corporations 
reported in the papers at that time he comments, "Business enterprise 
being the palladium of the Republic, it is right to take any necessary 
measures for its safeguarding. Price is the essence of the case, whereas 
1 
livelihood is not.n The same system of profits which carried industry 
through the war has grossly mismanaged the same industries in the following 
ten years to the extent that the chaotic situation predicted by Veblen has 
arrived. Even national attempts to preserve the price, credit, and profit 
systems have had questionable and,to many, objectionable results. The 
chronic chaos of peace awaits only a feverish outbreak into war. 
I' 
.I 1
1 1· Veblen, T.s., Engineers ~!!!!,·Price System, p 17 
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PART III 
A Constructive Elements~ Veblen's Teachings 
1· Economic Oontrol .!:z Engineers. Empowered ~ Workers 
1 Similar to the proposal of Technocracy is Veblen's ideal of control 
of investment, production, and distribution by engineers. Although no 
attempt will be made to compare the ideas in Veblen's The Engineers~ 
!h! Price aystem with those of the technocrats, it is significant that 
Technocracy followed the pioneer work in philosophy, economics, and 
sociology of Veblen, Dewey, and others• Veblen comments on the ability of 
the engineers to manage efficiently where present business methods have 
brought only depressions 
1The m~chanical processes here engaged (in modern technology) are 
calculable, measurable, and contain no mysterious element of 
providential ambiguity. In proportion as they work to the best 
effect, they are capable of theoretical statement, not merely 
approachable by rule of thumb· The designing engineer takes his 
measures on the basis of ascerte.ined quantitative fact. •• ·He will 
be proficient in his craft in much the same degree in which he is 
master of the matter•of-fact logic involved in mechanical 
2 
processes of pressure, velocity, displacement and the like·" 
To the technicians Veblen's suggestion is a challenge. It may be that they 
will have to turn from higher powers, affiliate with the masses of the 
workers, and hold themselves responsible for the social distribution of 
their products, for the elimination of unemployment, and for national 
1· See bibliography for list of books on Technocracy 
2• Veblen, T.B., Instinct~ Workmanship, p 11 
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industrial planning instead of the present dangerous inner-plant efficiency 
at the expense and disregard of all other industry. The mind of the 
engineer may be used in the area of social management to displace the 
present anti-social planning of industry. 
Veblenism contains also a revolutionary concept not present in 
Technocracy• He advises the working population to understand the 
possibilities in engineer control, and the eternal conflicts arising out 
of the present mismanagement of industry by business. Differing from 
Marxian proletarian dictatorship where the workers for self-interest seize 
' power and learn to control, Veblen asserts that the workers could not 
become immediately skilled or intelligent enough to manage the gigantic 
American technology• Even in the political field, they are too easily 
deceived by the ruling classes. Veblen's unique synthesis is the ideal of 
the worker-empowered soviet of technicians, •···a general strike of the 
technicians and the formation of a technical soviet, which with the aid 
of an economic directorate would carry on the productive processes of the 
1 
nation after the seizure of power·• With an inevitable radicalization of 
the workers and a growing feeling of social responsibility on the part of 
the engineers, the possibility of this new type of industrial control looms 
on the horizon. 
2· The Analysis Itself is Constructive 
Beyond the arove suggestion, Veblen's contribution seems to lie mainly 
within the realism and brilliance of his analysis· Max Lerner has outlined 
the prophetic message of Veblen as £ollowss 
1· The machine process is a reality, dictating a new pattern of 
economic organization. •we are living in an eeonom,y of potential 
1· Lerner, Max, "What is Usable in Vebl.en? 11 , !!!! Republie~)_{l9~L!_pL~ 
~=== 
,i 
plenty. • 
2• He has pointed out a factor heretofore largely forgotten, that 
there is an antithesis between·· industry and business, or between 
needs and money values. 'Recovery and extension of industrial 
efficiency must wait upon the rebuilding of the pecuniary 
structure • " 
,. The essence of business enterprise is wrong in that it restricts 
production to maximize profits. The original sabotage ie on the 
part of business• 
4. Legal and political institutions and ideals are molded to maintain 
the rights of vested interests. There comes into usage the "legal 
right to get something tor nothing.• 
5· We are ruled by idea patterns which 1however worn and archaic, 
still move· ·Den to action or inaction". In contemporary life is a 
1middle-claes inertia in the widespread economic collapse ••• the 
source of strength on which the industrialists who propel 
fascist movements rely.• 
6· He predicts the bankruptcy of the leisure-class values and of a 
1 
culture dominated by them. 
It seems fitting to add to Mr. Lerner's outline an appreciation of Veblen's 
contribution in !h! Theory of !h! Leisure Class to an understanding of the 
individual as he is caught in the decadent American system• To say.that 
the individual is too selfish or hedonistic is one thing- To show how he 
lives in response to leisure-class values is another. Until the individual 
develops control enough to resist the surplus--values represented in~hese 
1· Lerner, Max, "What is Usable in Veblen?•, ~Republic, 8' (19,~)s p 9 
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Wfalse gods• he will continue to slave to provide them. The very worker 
who needs a scaling down of surplus-values to lighten hie burden, is most 
_engrossed in hedonistically enjoying those leisure-class or wasteful 
surplus-values. Veblen has been constructive by way of diagnosis, showing 
the American people the dilemma in which they are caught. 
B The Future 2£ America 
The most that can be outlined by way of prediction is from converging 
evidence. Veblen has brought a unique concept of waste in The Theory ~ 
The Leisure Class and the ideal of a soviet of technicians in Engineers ~ 
!h! Price System. He suggested that the workers need to be enlightened on 
the nature of the capitalist system, and on how to eliminate it. Hie en-
tire works are a challenge to a popular understanding of the business set-u~ 
with the ideal of managing more wisely the economic system. An economy 
tilled with reputable waste will certainly topple if fundamental incon-
sistenciee are not removed. 
1· !h! Elimination of Surplus-Value Activities 
Within the field of economic surplus-values reputable waste is indeed 
a powerful enemy. The goal ot being well-clothed while half-starved ie 
absurd. The great block of income going to such items as cosmetics, 
government, activities of the leisure class, expensive entertainment and 
recreation, or to huge war coste, represents natural resources and human 
energy in non-productive surplus-value areas• These things have become an 
economic burden on industrial processes• wrong has been our individualistic 
climb toward positions with the leisure class or their fellow-spenders of 
surplus-value, the ministers,_ lawyers, statesmen, teachers, missionaries, 
artists, and soldiers. The economic burden of too many of these seems to 
:1 
'· i 
' 
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throw the system out of balance-This ideal of course, is based on the deb• 
atable labor theory of value and surplus-value theory,paralleling Veblen'• 
concept of energy economy.Energy once harnessed may be used· for display, 
preaching,propoganda,governing,travel,amusement,etc.But in these areas the 
action does not shape or distribute an article for human use or consumption. 
How long we can continue with millions in non-productive activity is unknown 
Possibly,with diotatorship,those producing food and useful articles for the 
remainder of the population and providing labor value supporting extensive 
armaments and government,may be induced to struggle on indefinitely. 
It is as if we had a great field in which a man plows-He owns neither 
the land nor the plow. He works diligently for long hours-But countless 
numbers of professional people and beggars stand or sit on the fence around 
this field rendering him service. A great singer greets his ears with 
lyrics and operatic selections• A preacher tells him of Christ, who was 
also a worker, a carpenter. A doctor mends a bruise on his foot. A beggar 
inflates his ego by asking for alms. An artist bids him stop to examine 
a beautiful landscape. The son of this plowman,seeing that his father gets 
so little for his labor and wanting to escape the drudgery of farm work 
I _ is training to become a lawyer. He too will find a plase on the fence and 
give his father certain supposedly needed legal advice. An undertaker with 
:1 a high silk hat also announces hie services to the weary plowman• A 
!: 
:! brewer offers a cheap tonic which helps the plodding fellow to forget the 
;i 
'' reality of hie situation and go his rounds in ignominy· With the advent of 
! ' 
' 
' 
the radio,such a-picture is all too true. 
:I 
tl 
,I It appears that a few more plows and several tractors manufactured by 
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the skill and labor of these others, and some additional field helpers from 
their ranks, are needed. Then they may all sing at their work, take time 
out at noon to discuss and shape their own laws, meet in the evening to 
share their own religious experiences, and on vacations paint their own 
pictures. The same applies to the factory workers. 
The problem behind youth's search for employment is in part based on 
the scarcity of jobs and in part on the desire to escape from the drudger,y 
and disgrace invo 1 ved in useful labor in factory and field • The system, 
overburdened as it is by secondary and primary leisure-class values and 
non-productive action must extract from basic producers or laborers 
increasing wage-hour results. To use these young men in a military reserve 
supported by the economic surplus values, only aggravates the situation. 
The ultimate ideal should be the employment of all once again in creative 
labor. 
The exact amount of surplus-values to be eliminated is debatable. TO 
what extent a hedonistic people can eliminate conspicuous consumption and 
reputable waste is not known. Certain minimum activities such as economic 
government by worker or engineer councils, or simple, inexpensive religious 
meetings, or community planning for recreation, housing, sanitation, 
employment, etc. will doubtless be necessary. Armaments, extensive brewing 
and liquor manufacturing, gaudy sales displays, duplicated sales activity, 
and luxurious religious services are among the many items which will have 
to be scaled down. Certain institutions such ae secondary schools, high 
schools, colleges, hospitals, and libraries certainly deserve an immediate 
increase in their share of income from basic production· 
A few oppose strenuously this scaling down, for they believe that 
some, by t!'leir ver-y r1~ture, should preach, teach, or manage, while others 
should always remain brutish, unintelligent,common-laborers• But this 
ideal is certainly not Christian or· even evolutionary. The ultimate ideal 
of personality points in the direction ·of the balanced man who works .and 
is at the same time his own priest, who balances his time between creative 
work and spare-time activity in music, writing, government, or art. As 
the present dualism of workers and professional •inspirers" reaches a point 
of stagnation and chaos, a new radical readjustment is necessary. Veblenis 
ideal of the collapse of a false and useless leisure-class culture is 
certainly worthwhile for the future of America. 
2· Techniques 12! Building ! Planned Economy 
With the trend in the thirties toward a false prosperity there comes 
on the horizon the storm cloud of a future worse depression• Beyond this 
or to forestall it may come a new war between nations• With this inter-
national conflict may come an internal class clash in the nature of an 
American general strike. The latter needs guidance if it would bring the 
ultimate result of a planned econo~, production for use, and an economic 
government to replace the antiquated political one. Usable techniques for 
bringing in this new era include the following: 
a The present trend toward the nature of a socio-economic government 
in Departments of Labor and of Agriculture certainly deserves encourage-
ment• A nucleus for federal economic planning seems to be embodied in 
these departments. 
b- The evolutionary growth of Consumers' Cooperatives seems to point 
toward the final goal. The principles of· the Rochedale cooperative both 
undermine the principles and basis of capitalism and at the same time 
teach the population a new lesson in homogeneus cooperative activity. A 
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national Consumers' Cooperative system may advance into the field of 
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production, or it may provide the distribution eystem·whereby the worker-
empowered; engineer-controled industrial system disposes of its product. 
c The recent, advancing organization by the Committee on Industrial 
Organization also provides a nucleus for worker solidarity which will be-
complete when the engineers identifY themselves with the workers. This new 
development mayhave value as an educational agencyto spread working-class 
philosophy and as a political agency to develop democratic control· 
• 
d A shortage of incomes in the surplus value groupe such as teachers, 
ministers, artiste, etc. tends to create a surge toward adjustment• There 
comes a time when margins in a leisure-class economy are not available, 
1 bringing the non-worker into a difficult position. This group, it is 
hoped, will prove intelligent enough to see through the present 1 pseud-
ocracy• and Marxian enough to plan with the workers for elimination of 
1corpocracy1 in an effort to establish economic democracy. 
The ultimate ideal in the converging of these and other techniques is 
the cooperative commonwealth• A revolutionary change without bloodshed 
may conceivably carry an intelligent American nation beyond mere national 
socialism or even beyond social ownership of producers' goods to a portion 
of the communistic ideal of a free flow of useful goode in an intelligent 
planned economy· The advent of Christian communism is certainly to be 
desired. Veblen before he died (preceding the stock-market crash of 1929) 
2 
admitted that he saw no other way out than communism. Man must learn once 
again to produce and distribute efficiently for human use, material 
necessities. In planning his entire industry objectively, man may again 
be free for creative spiritual living. 
1· Veblen, T.B., Theory of The Leisure Class; p ~2 
2• Lerner, Max, 1What is Usable in Veblen?•, !!! Republic 8~ (19,S)s p 10 
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-'• Veblen's Judgement 
Returning to the solid ground of reality, Veblen brings a warning when 
he says: 1In the last analysis the nation remains a predatory organism, in 
practical effect an association of-persons moved by a community interest in 
1 getting something for nothing b,y force and fraud.' "The outlook should 
accordingly be that the businesslike control of the industrial system in 
detail should presently reach, if it has not already reached, and should 
speedily pass beyond that critical point of chronic derangement in the 
aggregate beyond·which a continued pursuit of the same strategy on the 
same _business-like principles will result in a progressively widening 
margin of deficiency in the aggregate material output and a progressive 
2 
shrinkage of the available means of life.n To free its citizens from 
current •shrinkage of the available means of life 1 becomes the unique task 
in the future of America. 
0 ! Criticism of Veblen 
Unfortunately, many are discouraged in reading Veblen's works by the 
intricacies of his style. That he has written in a smoother, more easily 
readable style is shown by his~~ Loan credit~ Modern Business or by 
his translation of c·ohn I 8 System ~ Finanzwissenschaft. Although it is 
granted that when Veblen shapes into unique caricature scenes in American 
life he succeeds well, that same style applied to higher learning or to the 
position of.women or the priesthood hardly enables the reader to separate 
.the grain from the chaff· When the reader attempts to interpret 1 Precon-
captions of Economies• he is at a loss to know what Veblen discards and 
1· Veblen, T.e., Absentee Ownership, p 442 
2• Ibid., p 445 
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what he extracts from· his ·predecessors. Veblen·has not enhanced the value 
of' his own theories by claiming their independence from others. 
He may, of' course, be clothing the desirable but unaccepted idea under 
the protection of' his own style that it may remain there protected but 
unavilable like a jewel behind a glass. His "Bolshevism is a Menace -to 
Whom?" appears to be an example of' this technique. The stern logic of his 
analysis indicates that majority-rule in an economic.democraoy of' soviets 
or worker councils does endanger the position of the vested interests and, 
in fact, eliminates the need for a leisure ·class entirely. Veblen is 
strategist enough to condemn Bolshevism because of' its threat to over•hrow 
a leisure-class economy. Subtly enough, Veblen himself has already pro-
nounced judgement upon that same leisure-class culture. The average 
citizen, however, is barred from Veblen's books by their strange sentence 
structure and vocabulary. Veblen's ideas, implicit in his style, need 
interpretation in the language of American conversation. 
The use of understatement, caricature, and irony, while it achieves 
ita purpose in surveying contemporary life, does not do justice to a 
historic analysis. Although he has doubtless thought it through completely 
and logically, Veblen 1.s unique synthesis of anthropology and psychology 
with economics is presented in such a slip-shod manner that rearranging and 
understanding it is a problem. Some steps in his logic are absent. His 
synthesis is more of a flash to conclusions out of the very brilliance of' 
his own intelligence. Although his unique phraseology and revelation of 
the ludicrous in American life bring Veblen a place in the history of 
American literature, his thinking in anthropology and psychology remains to 
be fathomed and interpreted, from a scientific rather than a popular 
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literary approach· Someone in the fUture may write an appreciation of 
Veblen, the psychologist of-socio-economics• To do this will require a 
patient examination of hypotheses and evidences reflected in the conclu-
sions etated by Veblen. 
Veblen seems unduly severe and pessimistic about the present control 
of industry by businessmen• It is hoped that the time will come when many 
salesmen, merchants, agents, and others will accept the cathartic in 
Veblen 1s caustic but humorous analysis and come humbly seeking positions in 
the plants Veblen would have controlled by engineers. These personalities 
will make a valuable contribution to personnel departments and even to the 
management of a new, creative, socialist industry. Veblen has a valid 
point that engineers can be more easily turned into managers of production 
and distribution than business-men can be persuaded to become unselfish 
enough to relax their control. Certainly the present business classes .will 
not come around to the very doors of their own employment departments or 
leave easy positions to handle machinery, without some objections. Some 
business-men, on the o~her hand, with removal of over-capitalization and 
inflated values would make excellent •social engineers", and make a great 
contribution to simplified and socialized distribution within a general 
program of social planning• Although his revolutionary antithesis between 
business and industry remains true and the soviet of technicians is ideal, 
there must be ways and means of employing the present business groups. 
Veblen's theory should really be an invitation to the latter to welcome 
technician-rule. By a new organization in production for use instead of 
tor profit, the business-men as well as the workers have nothing to lose 
but their chains of anxiety and uncertainty. 
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D Synthesis 
To the problem of finding a controlling medium for American progress, 
Veblenism offers the management of industry by engineers after the masses 
of workers have become educated to the point of cooperation and solidarity. 
The gradual development of such a movement appears to be a very worthy 
ideal• Although some may read into his analysis a fatalistic determinism, 
that technology will ultimately dictate the path of man, it behooves the 
human race to meet this surge with intelligent guidance of economic 
processes• It seems to the writer that the gospel of Christian communism 
for cooperative effort in using the full resources of technology becomes 
the need of the hour. Machine-technology, rather than its product, needs 
to be the object of economic research· 
The medium for carrying into completion a social victory over 
unsooialized technology appears to be the working population. National 
socialism, preserving class distinctions and unlimited economic surplus-
values at the expense of exploited labor, certainly needs to be avoided. 
With the workers in a nation-wide proletarian movement lies the hope ot 
future progress. This seems to be the progress medium in Veblenism. 
Techniques for implanting this ideal include the Veblenian use of 
humor, ironic statements, striking phrases, and disinterested observations. 
To bring individuals into a realistic understanding of their environment 
may be used in an objective fashion, diagnosis ot the causes of economic 
insecurity, an implanting of class-consciousness, the reflection of the 
unique significance of Marxian surplus-values, and a pointing out of the 
shoddiness of leisure-class culture. Beyond these cathartic and diagnos-
tic techniques lies the implanting of ideals. The planned economy, 
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classless society or cooperative commonwealth are among these ultimate 
goals• Man may plan for his kingdom of heaven on·earth. 
Although Veblen is criticized for having the single goal of maximum 
production of material goode, his thesis is a valid one. We need to agree 
on a centralized, efficient plan for eliminating poverty, decentralizing 
dense city populations, lightening the burden per worker, and creating for 
all economic security• One thing man needs to agree on is the way he shall 
cooperatively derive food, clothing, and shelter from basic natural 
resources. The evolutionary movement towards this ideal needs ever,y 
possible aid· Veblen has only attempted to clear its path. 
==~=====================================================,======= 
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Comprehensive Digest ~ !h! Thesis 
Wide interests and a deeply analytical mind are reflected in Veblen's 
numerous satirical works. He brings a realistic psychology into economics, 
pointing out the fallacies of hedonism in classical economics. The hedo-
' nistic dualism of labor and pleasure embodied in the- capitalist ideal is 
wrong• With a style paralleling hie eccentric personality and strange 
economic ideas, Veblen has skillfully portrayed the pomp and pride of 
wealth, the class egotism, the exploitation of personality for the sake of 
high standards of living for the minority, and the general futility of 
contemporary leisure-class culture. Fbcusing the contribution of sociology 
on these monsters, he traces their institutional growth from the savage 
state in order to discover how man is ruled in contemporary industrial 
feudalism. 
One type of rulership in America is that by the vested interests througn 
the machinery of capitalist finance. The latter, embodied in Veblen's term 
•business•, has the control of industry or technological processes. This 
management takes on the nature of a conflict when labor theory of value and 
surplus-value theory ere denied. Two sociological inheritances are 
involved: the instinct of workmanship in man, and the hunting or predatory 
instinct or desire to live by exploitation without working• In modern -
times, the manipulations of •high finance• represented by hedging, sales 
competition, gambling on futures, monopoly or higher profits, and sabotage 
of production and man-power represents the predatory side· Ultimate pro-
duction capacity, free use of new inventions, and scientific elimination of 
poverty and want are not feasible when full employment of technology is 
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denied· 
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This rule by vested interests or ncorpocracy• employes price system 
based on the principle of private.ownerehip of all property derived·from the 
eighteenth-century era of handicrafts and petty trades, where liberty, 
individualism, and free competition were industrial ideals. Upon these 
antiquated principles operates the contemporary absentee ownership of 
machine processes. Thus arises a unique conflict of socialized production 
versus individual accumulation. UsefUl labor per machine is of a highly 
social, cooperative nature, while absentee owners extract unlimited returns 
impersonally through management. The social labor is not paralleled by 
social accumulation of wealth or the products of the machine. 
The financial system built from the resources of basic production 
operates like a pump, removing the wealth produced by the underlying 
population. This finance credit system is built upon inflated values, or 
capacity to earn rather than on capacity to produce. When the margin 
between the two becomes too great, the investment bubble bursts. The 
common man loses at the expense of the leisure class, which has all through 
the process been extracting a high standard of living and continues to do so 
throughout each depression• 
In production and distribution the technique of this rule is a 
precarious one. Profits must be maintained through limiting output to 
raise prices and through lowering production costs for the sake of larger 
margins per unit sold. The danger of popular discontent and uprisings looms 
out of the very nature of this pressure on the working and consuming 
population. Rather futile and hopeless appears this rule by 1corpocracy• in 
Veblen's analysis• 
The other form of rulerehip is within the chaos of man's choices and 
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environment, denoted in the term 1 pseudocracy1 • By his choices in liJ'e, each.\===== 
individual is ruled. Psychogenic factors involved are the desire for 
distinction in ownership and the desire to consume conspicuously, or make a 
ehowipg through spending and consuming the private property owned. Third, 
when the habit becomes ingrained,reputable waste, or the wasting of wealth 
is socially desirable. Each person desires to climax-his labors or efforts 
with a display of pecuniary gain by a demonstration of waste. Such is the 
essence underlying leisure-class ideals and culture. 
Women, in Veblen's theory, are the chief means of demonstrating 
reputable waste. Although they were first the objects of the hunt and are 
the basis on which private ownership of property rests, they were at t.irst 
made chattel slaves, until their position has evolved gradually to the 
present one of being displayer of male predatory ability. Even the 
emancipation of women is subservient to this principle. Women remain 
powerful agents for 1pseudooracy' until, with their husbands, they resolve 
to work cooperatively for a new social order. 
The priests embody in person, vicarious and useless leisure. In 
evolutionary economics they are servants along with the women, as is 
reflected in their dress, manner, and subse~vience to the priveleged classes. 
The priest becomes thus an opiate for the status quo of modern feudalism. 
The inference is made that a usefUl prophetic ministry should be devoted to 
Christian conversion which will antidote hedonism in npseudocracy 1s" rule 
and to scientific socialism and ultimately communism to antidote industrial 
feudalism or rule by 1corpooracy•. 
Veblen considers non-resistance and brotherly love the distinguishing 
marks of Christianity. Although brotherly love thrived with an eighteenth-
century economy, its best expression in capitalism can be but through a 
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Christian morality tare best in capitalism. He takes a fatalistic view ot 
non-resistance, suggesting that it does not develop completely except 
against acute oppression. This differs from Marxian growth ot class conflict 
and hatred out of oppression and appears more constructive• lith the rule 
ot 8 pseudocracy 1 , Christian ethics remain in the background. 
Ranking with the priests as representatives of vicarious leisure and 
reputable waste are the scholars, decorated with academic gowns and awards 
and performing useless activity of compiling esoteric details of knowledge 
, 
or teaching passe theories to youthfUl 'sporting' members ot the leisure 
class. In higher learning as in industry, there is the conflict ot the 
invidious business element in administration and the grading system against 
the creative in scientific scholarship and independent work. veblen 
suggests abolition of trustee control to tree higher learning from control 
by vested interests and recommends democratic faculty management of the 
respective universities. He considers the small college ideal. Education 
has too long been dominated by the 1pseudooracy• ot an invidious leisure-
class economy. 
War and peace are counterparts• Behind the guise of patriotism, the_ 
leisure class manipulates popular sentiment tor or against war. These 
decisions are voiced through the diplomats or statesmen who thus take on 
the role ot demagogues. The common man tights only to preserve a system 
wherein he is economically enslaved by hard work and comparatively low real 
wages. The protit·-craze in business, intensified during the World War, oper-
ated only to harm the common man in the early twenties and still remains a 
disintegrating force. It behooves the workingman to penetrate the rosy 
haze ot patriotism and plan to avoid war by correcting the economic strife 
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of peace. •Pseudocracy' rules during both war and peace. The average 
citizen's attention is well diverted from the bitter reality of his situa-
tion. 
The method recommended by Veblen for adequately controlling the 
economic system is a soviet of technicians placed in power b,y a worker-
engineer strike. Although beyond this Veblen otters no solution, his 
analysis itself is constructive• It pointe out the unavoidable reality of 
advancing machine processes, of the conflict betwee~ business and industry, 
and of the error in restricting production to maximize profits. Meliorism 
ia inadequate,for its tools in ~egal and political institutions are 
subordinate to capitalistic principles. An inert middle class provides a 
.firm basis for rising fascism. Veblen predicts, however, the final collapse 
of the leisure-class culture. 
For the fUture of America, elimination of many economic surplus-value 
activities appears ne•essary. Business enterprise is overburdened with them 
As men go baek to basic, creative productive work, shaping articles for 
human use and distributing them efficiently, the burden of leisure-class 
values can be dropped. With approaching depression and industrial warfare, 
usable techniques include the development of a socio-economic trend in the 
government, the growth of Oonsumere 1 Cooperatives, and increasing power in 
the hands of the Committee on Industrial Organization• vast millions of 
unemployed also surge toward re-employment pending economic readjustment• 
Veblen's ideal of communism is the ultimate goal. To such idealism, Veblen 
adds a practical note when he points out the essential predatory nature of 
the American people and a cynical note when he predicts an increasing 
shortage of necessities in American life. 
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Veblen is criticized for his intricate, verbose style, which· detracts 
from _the scientific clarity of his analysis. His antithesis of business and 
industry seems over-drawn and over-simp-11 fied • Oertain extrovert! ve traits 
in businees~en are needed in a planned economy. 
Veblenism does seem to offer a valid suggestion in a worker-engineer 
control of industry, toward an ultimate, creative classless society. Vebleds 
works suggest techniques of social control such as the use of peculiarities 
of style, a diagnosis of our socio-economic situation, and the implanting of 
cooperative ideals for bringing the ultimate goal of a kingdom of heaven on 
earth· The unique need of the hour is freedom from poverty and the 
production of a plentiful supply of necessities and a few so-called luxuries 
for all people. 
================================================-
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